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Multi-locality and fusion rules on the generalized structure functions in two-dimensional and
three-dimensional Navier-Stokes turbulence
Eleftherios Gkioulekas
School of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences, University of Texas Rio Grande Valley, Edinburg, TX, United States∗
Using the fusion rules hypothesis for three-dimensional and two-dimensional Navier-Stokes turbulence, we
generalize a previous non-perturbative locality proof to multiple applications of the nonlinear interactions op-
erator on generalized structure functions of velocity differences. We shall call this generalization of non-
perturbative locality to multiple applications of the nonlinear interactions operator “multilocality”. The resulting
cross-terms pose a new challenge requiring a new argument and the introduction of a new fusion rule that takes
advantage of rotational symmetry. Our main result is that the fusion rules hypothesis implies both locality and
multilocality in both the IR and UV limits for the downscale energy cascade of three-dimensional Navier-Stokes
turbulence and the downscale enstrophy cascade and inverse energy cascade of two-dimensional Navier-Stokes
turbulence. We stress that these claims relate to non-perturbative locality of generalized structure functions on
all orders, and not the term by term perturbative locality of diagrammatic theories or closure models that involve
only two-point correlation and response functions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding the cascades of hydrodynamic turbulence by
means of an analytical theory of the governing equations has
been an ongoing effort over many decades, spearheaded by
the Richardson-Kolmogorov prediction of a downscale energy
cascade in three-dimensional turbulence [1–4] and Kraich-
nan’s prediction of a downscale enstrophy cascade and an
inverse energy cascade in two-dimensional turbulence [5–7].
Currently, the main challenge that concerns investigations of
the downscale energy cascade of three-dimensional Navier-
Stokes turbulence is understanding the scaling exponents of
the energy spectrum and the higher-order structure functions
of velocity differences and their deviation from Kolmogorov’s
1941 predictions [8]. These deviations are commonly known
as “intermittency corrections”, and the challenge to the the-
orists is two-fold: on one level to understand why they exist,
and on a deeper level, to be able to predict them from first
principles, using as few assumptions as possible.
Study of two-dimensional Navier-Stokes turbulence
presents us with a different set of challenges: (a) Due to
the steep k−3 slope of its energy spectrum, the downscale
enstrophy cascade is only borderline local, naturally raising
the question of why the dimensional analysis prediction
of its energy spectrum works as well as it does; (b) the
downscale enstrophy cascade does not manifest itself consis-
tently, requiring careful tuning between forcing, small-scale
dissipation, and large-scale dissipation, and as a matter of
fact, it was not observed numerically until 1999 by Lindbord
and Alvelius [9], more than thirty years after Kraichnan
conjectured its existence [5]; (c) the inverse energy cascade
appears to be initially more robust and is easier to reproduce
numerically, but it tends to be disrupted by coherent structures
[10–12] that develop over time, raising doubts [13, 14] on
whether it is really a local cascade. On top of all that,
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there is a consensus that the cascades of two-dimensional
turbulence are not subject to intermittency corrections [15].
A more detailed review of the fundamental questions facing
two-dimensional turbulence research and theoretical progress
on these issues was also given in a previous paper [16]. By
contrast, the downscale energy cascade of three-dimensional
turbulence is very robust and will readily manifest even in
low-resolution numerical simulations, it is not subject to
disruptions by coherent structures and exhibits universal
scaling. Big challenge as it may be, understanding this
universal scaling is the only major concern of the community.
The first step towards a theoretical understanding of the
downscale energy cascade of three-dimensional turbulence,
that was pointed towards the right direction, was undertaken
by Kraichnan with his formulation of the Direct Interaction
Approximation (DIA) theory [17, 18]. Although it was not
formulated as a first principles theory, and was in fact a closure
modelling effort, it brought to the table the new idea of using
a response function, defined as the ensemble average of the
variational derivative of the velocity field with respect to the
forcing field, in conjunction with the second-order velocity-
velocity correlation function in formulating closure approx-
imations. DIA did not agree with Kolmogorov’s prediction
of the energy cascade spectrum, and after Kolmogorov’s pre-
diction was experimentally verified for the first time in 1962
[19, 20], Kraichnan identified the overestimation of sweep-
ing as the reason for the inconsistent predictions of his the-
ory, and his next great insight was the idea that reformulat-
ing his theory in a Lagrangian representation would remove
the effect of sweeping [21]. The resulting theory is known
as the Lagrangian-History Direct Interaction Approximation
(LHDIA)[22], and it was shown to reproduce the Kolmogorov
k−5/3 energy spectrum [23]. A detailed review of Kraichnan’s
work was given by Leslie [24].
Parallel to these efforts, Wyld showed that the DIA theory
is a 1-loop line-renormalized diagrammatic theory, derivable
from first principles directly from the Navier-Stokes equations
[25]. Based on this insight, it is fair to say that Kraichnan’s
LHDIA theory was the first successful theory of turbulence
2from first principles. Wyld’s theory was extended to a wider
range of stochastically forced dynamical systems by Martin,
Siggia, and Rose [26] and Phythian [27] used Feynman path
integrals to show that the resulting Martin-Siggia-Rose for-
malism can be justified for all stochastically forced dynamical
systems that are both local in time and first-order in time. Al-
though the MSR theory can be used to generate higher-order
versions of Kraichnan’s DIA theory, it is not applicable to the
improved LHDIA theory because the Navier-Stokes equations
are not local in time, when written using the Lagrangian rep-
resentation. This created a major obstacle towards moving
forward this line of investigation, and a hiatus that lasted for a
couple of decades.
The main breakthrough that made it possible to go beyond
the LHDIA theory and onto more exciting developments was
the quasi-Lagrangian representation by Belinicher and L’vov
[28, 29] (also known as the Belinicher-L’vov representation),
which makes it possible to surgically eliminate the sweeping
effect directly at the level of the Navier-Stokes equations. The
quasi-Lagrangian representation of the velocity field is essen-
tially an Eulerian view using an arbitrarily chosen fluid parti-
cle as a non-inertial frame of reference. It works because the
Navier-Stokes equations, written in quasi-Lagrangian form,
remain local time and can be rewritten exclusively in terms
of velocity differences, without it being necessary to have
any velocity-velocity difference nonlinear sweeping terms.
In hindsight, it is interesting that a precursor of the quasi-
Lagrangian representation was used by Kolmogorov himself
[2] in his original 1941 paper (see Ref. [30] for some discus-
sion on this point) in his definition of “homogeneous turbu-
lence”.
From the quasi-Lagrangian Navier-Stokes equations, L’vov
and Procaccia developed a perturbative [31–34] and, in col-
laboration with Belinicher and Pomyalov, a non-perturbative
theory [35–41] that culminated into a calculation of the scal-
ing exponents of the velocity difference structure functions in
the inertial range of the downscale energy cascade in three-
dimensional turbulence [42]. A remarkable outcome of this
calculation is that the lognormal 1962 intermittency theory by
Kolmogorov [43, 44] emerges as a first-order approximation,
whereas the next-order approximation is sufficient to correctly
estimate all scaling exponents that can be independently mea-
sured by experiment. The only shortcoming of this calculation
is that it requires an independent calculation of the intermit-
tency corrections to at least one scaling exponent in order to
obtain the intermittency corrections of all pther scaling expo-
nents. This independent calculation could be done by con-
tinuing the development of the theory of the non-perturbative
covariant closure models [39–41], however this task remains
a challenge for younger researchers.
An alternate line of investigation, using renormalization
group theory (see Ref. [45] for a recent review), combined
with an operator product expansion (OPE), enabled Giles [46]
to independently calculate the intermittency corrections to the
first 10 scaling exponents, without the need to provide any
experimental input. Giles used an alternate scheme that was
proposed by Yakhot [47] in order to isolate the sweeping inter-
actions from the essential part of the nonlinearity that drives
the downscale energy cascade. In spite of the success, this line
of investigation was subsequently abandoned. Also notable is
a calculation of the Kolmogorov constant to the second-order
structure function and the inertial-range skewness factor, us-
ing a two-loop approximation and the renormalization group
method [48, 49]. More recently a new non-perturbative renor-
malization group approach has been initiated and seems to be
promising [50–53]. The combined RG with OPE approach is
compelling also with respect to its wide range of applicabil-
ity to shell models [54], the passive scalar problem [55], and
many other problems (see Ref. [56] and papers cited therein).
Our view is that the L’vov-Procaccia theory has a lot more
to offer, beyond solving the scaling exponents problem. For
this reason, we have undertaken an effort to extend the the-
ory to two-dimensional turbulence, begining with the non-
perturbative portion of the theory [30, 57–60]. This effort is
still in a nascent stage, but has already provided some valuable
understanding of the locality and stability of the downscale
enstrophy cascade and the inverse energy cascade [59], the
transition to the dissipation range, and existence of anomalous
sinks [60]. The scope of the present paper is to extend one as-
pect of the L’vov-Procaccia theory for both three-dimensional
and two-dimensional turbulence. In order to explain our view-
point and also to situate the reported results within the over-
all theory, we will begin with a brief overview of the logical
structure of the L’vov-Procaccia theory. Readers who are al-
ready familiar and comfortable with the details and underly-
ing logic of the L’vov-Procaccia theory can skip the next five
paragraphs.
As we already explained, the L’vov-Procaccia theory of
three-dimensional Navier-Stokes turbulence is essentially two
distinct but connected theories; a perturbative theory [31–34]
and a non-perturbative theory [35–38]. The two theories make
contact via the fusion rules of generalized structure functions
and lead to two separate methods for calculating the struc-
ture function scaling exponents: a non-perturbative method
[39–41] and a perturbative method [42]. Only the latter has
been pursued to its logical conclusion. Our view is that the
real underappreciated prize here is the fusion rules themselves
governing the generalized structure functions. The general-
ized structure functions are defined as ensemble averages of
velocity difference products where each velocity is evaluated
at distinct points in space. They are a generalization of the
standard structure functions used in the reformulation of Kol-
mogorov’s theory by Frisch [8, 61]. The fusion rules govern
the scaling of the generalized structure functions when some
velocity difference endpoints are brought closer together, and
they encapsulate, in mathematical terms, the physical under-
standing that turbulence cascades forget the details of random
forcing within the inertial range, though they may remember
the forcing length scale.
The logical progression of the overall argument is as fol-
lows: First, it is shown that extending the LHDIA theory be-
yond the 1-loop approximation, into a more general finite or-
der quasi-Lagrangian perturbative theory, represented by the
Dyson-Wyld equations governing the second-order velocity
difference correlation and the second-order response func-
tions, continues to give Kolmogorov 1941 scaling [32]. This
3establishes Kolmogorov 1941 scaling as a baseline initial ap-
proximation, and indicates that intermittency corrections can-
not be captured by finite-order generalizations of LHDIA. The
next step of the argument is to show that without intermittency
corrections, universality will be violated [33, 34]. Mathe-
matically, universality means that if a perturbation is intro-
duced to the statistics of random Gaussian forcing, the result-
ing perturbation to the generalized structure functions to all
orders should have the same scaling and tensor structure as
the overall generalized structure function. This implies that
multipoint response functions, in the fusion limit, where the
point-pairs associated with velocity differences come together
to a smaller length scale r relative to the point-pairs associ-
ated with forcing, should exhibit the same scaling exponents
as the generalized structure functions. It is then shown, at the
level of perturbation theory, that the diagrammatic expansion
of multipoint response functions has logarithmic divergences
that will add up to a power-law factor resulting in deviations
from Kolmogorov scaling. Consequently, if the generalized
structure functions follow Kolmogorov scaling while the cor-
responding response functions do not, then the generalized
structure function scaling cannot be universal. An interme-
diate result, the so-called ”rigidity” of the Feynman diagrams,
is used both to derive the existence of the logarithmic diver-
gences, and also to derive one of the fusion rules (the p = 2
case, corresponding to the fusion of two velocity differences)
from first primciples [33, 34].
The diagrammatic derivation of the fusion rules amounts to
the argument that if the generalized structure functions retain
universal scaling and tensor structure when subjected to forc-
ing perturbations, then the fusion rules are satisfied. A sim-
pler derivation was given later [35, 37] and is reviewed and
extended to inverse cascades in Section II.A of the present
paper, at the price of making a stronger universality hypothe-
sis in terms of conditional ensemble averages. The conceptual
similarity of the fusion rules with operator product expansions
(OPE), used in renormalization group theories [45], may raise
the question of whether there is an OPE reformulation of the
fusion rules. L’vov and Procaccia promised to develop such a
reformulation (see Reference 17 cited in Ref. [34]) but did not
publish it. Precursors of the fusion rules were derived by an
additive OPE hypothesis by Eyink [62, 63], and this approach
was recently revisited by Falkovich and Zamolodchikov [64].
On the other hand, such a reformulation is not needed for the
further development of this theory, and the statistical argu-
ment used by L’vov and Procaccia [35, 37], also employed in
this paper, is more transparent, in terms of the physics of uni-
versal cascades, and also with regards to the cancellation of
leading-order terms in certain important cases.
Using the fusion rules, combined with the governing equa-
tions of the generalized structure functions, derived from the
Navier-Stokes equations, as a point of departure, made it pos-
sible to formulate a non-perturbative theory for the downscale
energy cascade [35–38]. The main results were: establish-
ing the non-perturbative locality and stability of the down-
scale energy cascade, the scaling structure of the dissipation
range for higher-order generalized structure functions, bridge
relations between the scaling exponents of correlations involv-
ing the energy dissipation field and the scaling exponents of
generalized structure functions [35–37]. Another major result
is the investigation of multi-time generalized structure func-
tions, bridge relations regarding the scaling of multi-time gen-
eralized structure functions, and the key result that postulat-
ing multi-time self-similarity is a wrong assumption, as it is
equivalent to axiomatically assuming the absence of intermit-
tency corrections [38]. It is this portion of the theory that we
have began extending to two-dimensional turbulence [30, 57–
60].
In our view, if one stands above the elaborate mathemat-
ical and technical details, we see that the main thrust of the
non-perturbative theory is that it continues the argument of
the perturbative theory as follows: with the requirement of
universality implying the fusion rules, the next step is that the
fusion rules allow us to compare the terms in the generalized
balance equations (described below) and therefore determine
the extent of the inertial range, as a multidimensional region.
The question is thus posed and answered: if we require a cas-
cade to have universal scaling within its inertial range, is it go-
ing to be able to have an inertial range? In three-dimensional
turbulence this is not much of a problem. However, in two-
dimensional turbulence, this is one of the fundamental prob-
lems that we are confronted with (see Refs. [59, 60] and the
discussion in the conclusion of this paper). The other ques-
tion that is also posed and answered mostly in the affirma-
tive is: if we require the downscale energy cascade of three-
dimensional turbulence to have universal scaling within its in-
ertial range, does that impose enough constraints on the struc-
ture functions scaling exponents to allow us to calculate them
from first principles?
In this paper we provide a generalization of one small step
in the overall non-perturbative L’vov-Procaccia theory: the ar-
gument that the fusion rules imply the non-perturbative local-
ity of the nonlinear interactions term in the balance equations
of the generalized structure functions [37, 59]. This gener-
alization, which we have termed “multi-locality”, is a major
step towards broadening the range of results that can be de-
rived by the fusion rules and also places some earlier results
[36–38] on more rigorous grounds. A brief description of this
notion of multilocality is given below.
We begin with the definition of the nth-order generalized
structure functions Fn({x,x′}n, t) as
Fα1α2···αnn ({x,x
′}n, t) =
〈
n
∏
k=1
wαk(xk,x
′
k, t)
〉
(1)
with wα(x,x′, t) = uα(x, t)− uα(x′, t) and uα(x, t) the Eule-
rian velocity field. The angle brackets represent an ensemble
average over all realizations of random forcing. Differenti-
ating with respect to time t yields an equation of the form
∂Fn/∂ t+OnFn+1 = In+DnFn+Qn, with OnFn+1 representing
the nonlinear local interactions that govern the cascades, In the
sweeping interactions (see Ref. [30] for details), DnFn the dis-
sipation terms, and Qn the forcing terms. Here On and Dn are
linear operators and a detailed account of these terms is given
in Ref. [59]. The locality of cascades is reflected mathemati-
cally in the locality of the integrals in OnFn+1, which can be
4deduced from the fusion rules hypothesis [35, 37, 59]. Local-
ity implies that if Fn scales as Rζn when all velocity difference
endpoints are separated at length scale R, then the terms that
comprise OnFn+1 will scale as Rζn+1−1 and the extent of the
inertial range can be determined by comparing them against
Qn, DnFn and In.
We will now consider the locality of the terms that comprise
OnOn+1 · · ·On+p−1Fn+p . These terms arise from more general
balance equations for the pth-order time derivative ∂ pFn/∂ t p.
These equations were previously used to establish bridge re-
lations between the scaling exponents of correlations involv-
ing velocity gradients and the scaling exponents ζn [37] and
they are also needed to continue the previous investigation of
the cross-over of generalized structure functions to the dissi-
pation range [36, 37, 60]. We will show that the integrals in
the general term OnOn+1 · · ·On+p−1Fn+p continue to be local,
implying Rζn+p−p scaling. We describe this generalization as
multilocality.
From the mathematical argument given below, we see that
investigating multilocality in the IR limit requires careful con-
sideration of the fusion rule for a new geometry that was not
previously needed. We call this the two-blob geometry fu-
sion rule, and it is discussed in detail in Section II D. Further-
more, we observe that, for the case of downscale cascades,
the locality argument for OnFn+1 depends only on a very re-
stricted subset of the hypothesized fusion rules which reduce
to the problem of fusing two velocity differences (p = 2) in
a generalized structure function involving a large number of
velocity differences. This p = 2 case has been shown theo-
retically by diagrammatic techniques [32–34] for the case of
three-dimensional turbulence with Kolmogorov scaling. The
multilocality argument for downscale cascades, on the other
hand, requires a much broader range of fusion rules, beyond
what has been studied theoretically, in order to determine the
relevant scaling exponents in the two-blob geometry fusion
rule.
The situation for upscale cascades, namely the inverse en-
ergy cascade of two-dimensional Navier-Stokes turbulence, is
also very interesting. We find that the fusion rules imply both
locality and multilocality in the UV limit, but in the IR limit
they both emerge solely as a result of a fortunate cancella-
tion of leading terms. The scaling of the surviving subleading
terms is sufficient to ensure IR locality but whether or not it
is dependent on other scaling exponents requires further in-
vestigation. The root of the problem is traced to the predicted
scaling in the two-blob geometry fusion rule for the case of
upscale cascades, which is different from the scaling claimed
in my previous paper [59] in the IR locality proof for upscale
cascades, which was based on an argument that was incorrect
for upscale cascades.
Because the details of the overall argument are very techni-
cal, we will now provide a detailed outline of the organization
of the paper. In broad strokes, we note that Section II dis-
cusses the fusion rules needed by the locality and multilocality
proofs and Section III contains the main argument itself.
More specifically, in Section II.A we review the previ-
ously reported argument [35, 37, 59] that derives most of
the fusion rules, for both upscale and downscale cascades,
as a consequence of the universal self-similarity hypothesis.
Let F (p)n (r,R) denote a generalized structure function with
p velocity differences reduced to length scale r and the re-
maining n− p velocity differences at length scale R. In the
limit r ≪ R, with both r,R within the inertial range and with
2 ≤ p < n− 1, the main finding is that F(p)n (r,R) scales as
F(p)n (r,R)∼ rξnp Rζn−ξnp with ξnp = ζp for downscale cascades
and ξnp = ζn− ζn−p for upscale cascades.
Section II.B gives a very detailed account of the fusion rule
scaling when p= 1. First, we argue that the leading order con-
tribution vanishes, both for upscale and downscale cascades,
but for different reasons. The case p = 1 corresponds to hav-
ing 1 velocity difference at scale r while the remaining n− 1
velocity differences remain at scale R, with r≪ R. If the min-
imum distance between the small velocity difference from the
other velocity differences is Rmin, then if r ≪ Rmin, we ex-
pect the scaling F (1)n (r,R) ∼ (r/Rmin)Rζn , for both downscale
and upscale cascades. If r ≫ Rmin, then the corresponding
scaling is F (1)n (r,R) ∼ rξn,1Rζn−ξn,1 , noting that ξn,1 = ζ2 for
downscale cascades and ξn,1 = ζn−ζn−2 for upscale cascades,
for all n > 3. For n = 3, an additional cancellation will give
ξ3,1 = ζ3 and for n = 2 we get ξ2,1 = ζ2. These evaluations
hold for both upscale and downscale cascades and furthermore
when the small velocity difference is attached onto one of the
large velocity differences, as shown in Fig. 1, or when it is
embedded in a chain of large velocity differences, as shown in
Fig. 3 or Fig. 6.
Section II.C considers the p = n−1 fusion rule where n−1
velocity differences are congregated inside a small-scale blob
at length scale r with the remaining large velocity difference
at scale R and with one endpoint situated inside the small-
scale blob, as shown in Fig. 7. Similarly to the p = 1 case,
the leading order contribution vanishes, both for upscale and
downscale cascades, resulting in F (n−1)n (r,R)∼ rζn R0 scaling.
Section II.D considers the new two-blob geometry, shown
in Fig. 9 where groups of velocity differences are congre-
gated inside two small-scale blobs, separated by a large-scale
distance, except for one velocity difference that straddles be-
tween the two blobs, with an endpoint inside each blob. Rel-
evant for the locality and multilocality proofs is the fusion
rule scaling exponent of the large-scale distance R between
the two blobs. If ∆np is this scaling exponent for the case
where there is a total number of n velocity differences, with
p velocity differences on one blob, n− p− 1 velocity differ-
ences on the other blob, and one last velocity difference strad-
dling between the two blobs, then our main result is ∆np =
ζn− ζp+1− ζn−p < 0 for downscale cascades and ∆np = −α
for upscale cascades. The scaling exponent α is expected to
satisfy α > 0 and corresponds to the (r/R)α spatial decor-
relation factor that results when separating a velocity differ-
ence with separation r away from an r-scale blob of velocity
differences with similar separations at a large distance R (see
Fig. 12). It should be noted that all of the above scaling predic-
tions correspond to leading-order terms, and that means that
the expected scaling with respect to R is established only as
an upper bound. This is, of course, sufficient for the purpose
of establishing locality or multilocality.
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naries are given in Section III.A, where we explain the prob-
lem posed by the existence of cross-terms with regards to
proving multilocality. Section III.B reviews the UV locality
argument for both upscale and downscale cascades. This ar-
gument was given in previous papers [35, 37, 59], but its par-
ticular technical details are needed in the more general mul-
tilocality argument. The multilocality proof in the UV limit
is given, for the case of two operators in Section III.C and
then generalized for an arbitrary number of operators on Sec-
tion III.D. The main result is that multilocality holds, in the
UV limit, for both upscale and downscale cascades, as long
as ξn+1,1 > 0. This corresponds to the condition ζ2 > 0 andζ3 > 0 for downscale cascades and the condition ζn−ζn−2 > 0
and ζ3 > 0 for upscale cascades. The argument also entails a
universal local homogeneity and isotropy assumption, in or-
der to establish the p = 1 fusion rule. It should be noted
that these requirements are not any stronger than what is re-
quired to establish locality in the UV limit. The IR limit is dis-
cussed on Section III.E, where it becomes necessary to treat
the case of upscale cascades separately from downscale cas-
cades. For downscale cascades, our main finding is that the
IR multilocality of OnOn+1 · · ·On+p−1Fn+p requires the con-
dition ζn+p− ζn+p−m− ζm+1 < 0 for all m with 1 ≤ m < p.
This condition is always satisfied, via the Holder inequalities
on the generalized structure function scaling exponents. For
the case of upscale cascades, however, we find that both local-
ity and multilocality are dependent on the assumption α > 0,
which is both necessary and sufficient. A detailed discussion
of the underlying mathematical details is given. It should be
noted that even though IR locality does not fail for upscale
cascades, an equivalent difficulty can still emerge from the
sweeping interactions, as was pointed out in a previous paper
[30]. The conclusion of the paper, in Section IV, expands on
this point in more detail and offers some concluding thoughts
and a discussion of related theoretical and numerical work.
II. THE FUSION-RULES FOR DOWNSCALE AND
UPSCALE CASCADES
In this section, we review the arguments that establish the
fusion rules, both for direct cascades (i.e. the energy cascade
of three-dimensional Navier-Stokes turbulence and the down-
scale enstrophy cascade of two-dimensional Navier-Stokes
turbulence) and inverse cascades (i.e. the inverse energy cas-
cade of two-dimensional Navier-Stokes turbulence). In doing
so, we provide a more careful and detailed account of the ex-
ceptional cases of the p = 1 and p = n− 1 fusion rules, than
was given previously [35, 37, 59]. We also introduce, both for
upscale and downscale cascades, a new fusion rule for the so-
called two-blob velocity difference geometry which is needed
by the multilocality proof in the IR limit.
A. Fusion rules and universal symmetries
The fusion rules are supposed to encapsulate mathemati-
cally the universality of the inertial range, that is, the notion
that deep inside the inertial range and far away from the forc-
ing range, the statistical details of random forcing are forgot-
ten. The same dynamic plays out between the small scales r
and the large scales R, both within the inertial range, in the
context of a downscale cascade; energy (or enstrophy, in two-
dimensional turbulence) is passed down from length-scale R
to length-scale r, but by the time it gets to length-scale r, the
details of the velocity field statistics at length-scale R are for-
gotten. A similar notion applies to the inverse energy cascade
of two-dimensional turbulence, where the small scales r and
large scales R switch roles.
To express this idea mathematically, we define the condi-
tional generalized structure function Φmn via the following
conditional ensemble average:
Φα1...αnβ1...βmnm ({X}n,{Y}m,{w}m, t) =〈[
n
∏
κ=1
wαk (Xk, t)
∣∣∣∣∣ wβk (Yk, t) = wk, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}]
〉
.
(2)
Here we use lower-case vectors like x1,x′1,x2,x′2, . . . to
represent the location of velocity difference endpoints, up-
percase vectors like Xk = (xk,x′k) to represent pairs of end-
points that are used to form a velocity difference, and {X}n =
(X1,X2, . . . ,Xn) to represent the geometric configuration of
n pairs of velocity differences. The universality hypothesis
is that Φnm has the same statistical symmetries with respect
to {X}n as the generalized structure function Fn({X}n, t),
namely: local homogeneity, local isotropy, and self-similarity
[59]. This is contingent on the following assumptions: We as-
sume that both velocity difference separations {X}n and {Y}m
are at length scales within the inertial range. For the case of a
downscale cascade, we also assume that {X}n scale as r and
{Y}m scale as R with r ≪ R. Likewise, for the case of an
upscale cascade we assume that {X}n scales as R and {Y}m
scales as r. In both cases, the idea is that {Y}m is closer to the
forcing scale than {X}n. Under these conditions, Φnm is pos-
tulated to remain invariant upon shifting all points {X}n by
the same ∆x for any ∆x with comparable order of magnitude
(universal local homogeneity) and also upon rotating all points
{X}n around their center (universal local isotropy). We also
postulate universal self-similarly, that Φnm scales with respect
to {X}n with the same scaling exponent ζn as the generalized
structure functions Fn according to
Φnm(λ{X}n,{Y}m,{w}m, t) = λ ζn Φnm({X}n,{Y}m,{w}m, t)
(3)
Together, the universality hypothesis consists of the postulates
of universal local homogeneity, universal local isotropy, and
universal self-similarity [59].
The physical idea that underlies the universality hypothesis
is that the conditional ensemble average, by imposing the re-
striction wβk(Yk, t) = wk for all k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, partitions the
6ensemble of all forcing histories into subensembles that are
consistent with the parameters wk. If the velocity difference
statistics at the {Y}m scales are indeed forgotten at the {X}n
scales, then we can postulate that the statistical symmetries
of the generalized structure functions are not affected by re-
placing the unconditional ensemble average with a restricted
conditional average.
The fusion rules hypothesis is an immediate consequence
of the universality hypothesis and can be established by
employing the Bayes theorem as follows: Assume that
{X}p ∼ r and {Y}n−p ∼ R with r ≪ R, with both r,R in
the inertial range, and regardless of the cascade direction.
Let Pβ1...βmm ({Y}m,{w}m, t) be the probability of the event
wβk(Yk, t) = wk for all k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, with the understand-
ing that it is allowed to be a generalized function. For the case
of a downscale cascade, Φp,n−p({X}p,{Y}n−p,{w}n−p, t) is
self-similar with respect to {X}p and therefore
Fn(λ{X}p,µ{Y}n−p) =
∫ [n−p
∏
k=1
wk
]
P(µ{Y}n−p,{wk}n−pk=1 )Φp,n−p(λ{X}p,µ{Y}n−p,{wk}
n−p
k=1 )
n−p
∏
k=1
dwk (4)
= λ ζp
∫ [n−p
∏
k=1
wk
]
P(µ{Y}n−p,{wk}n−pk=1 )Φp({X}p,n−p,µ{Y}n−p,{wk}
n−p
k=1 )
n−p
∏
k=1
dwk (5)
= λ ζpFn({X}p,µ{Y}n−p). (6)
For the case of an upscale cascade, we have to use a modified argument based on the self-similarly of
Φn−p,n({Y}n−p,{X}q,{w}p, t) with respect to the coordinates {Y}n−p which reads:
Fn(λ{X}p,µ{Y}n−p) =
∫ [ p
∏
k=1
wk
]
P(λ{X}p,{wk}pk=1)Φn−p,n(µ{Y}n−p,λ{X}p,{wk}
p
k=1)
p
∏
k=1
dwk (7)
= µζn−p
∫ [ p
∏
k=1
wk
]
P(λ{X}p,{wk}pk=1)Φn−p,n({Y}n−p,λ{X}p,{wk}
p
k=1)
p
∏
k=1
dwk (8)
= µζn−pFn(λ{X}p,{Y}n−p). (9)
The factor Fn(λ{X}p,{Y}n−p) is now independent of µ and
has to scale as λ ζn−ζn−p . In both cases, we can write the cor-
responding self-similar law as:
Fn(λ{X}p,µ{Y}n−p) = λ ξnp µζn−ξnpFn({X}p,{Y}n−p)
(10)
with ξnp = ζp for downscale cascades and ξnp = ζn−ζn−p for
upscale cascades.
A stronger version of the universality hypothesis postulates
a more precise relationship between the conditional gener-
alized structure function Φnm and the generalized structure
function Fn as follows: For the case of a downscale cascade,
with {X}n ∼ r and {Y}m ∼ R with r ≪ R and r,R both in the
inertial range, we postulate that
Φnm({X}n,{Y}m,{w}m, t) = ˜Fn({X}n, t) ˜Φnm({Y}m,{w}m, t)
(11)
Here, ˜Fn may have a different inertial range from Fn, depen-
dent on the scale R, but is postulated to have the same tensor
structure as Fn, as long as {X}n is within the inertial range of
˜Fn. For the case of the inverse energy cascade we assume that
the above equation holds when {X}n ∼ R and {Y}m ∼ r, with
r ≪ R and r,R both in the inertial range.
Using the same argument, via the Bayes theorem, we can
show that for {X}pk=1 ∼ r and {X}
n
k=p+1 ∼ R with r ≪ R and
both r,R in the inertial range, the generalized structure func-
tion Fn({X}n, t) will give
Fn({X}n, t) = ˜Fp({X}pk=1, t)Ψn,p({X}
n
k=p+1, t) (12)
for a downscale cascade and
Fn({X}n, t) = ˜Fn−p({X}nk=p+1, t)Ψn,n−p({X}
p
k=1, t) (13)
for an upscale cascade, which leads to the evaluation of the
fusion rule scaling exponents ξnp given above.
B. Fusion rules for p = 1
The case p = 1 where the velocity difference (x1,x′1) fuses
to the small scale r while the other n− 1 velocity differences
remain at scale R with r ≪ R requires special consideration,
because the leading order term vanishes. The reason for that
depends on whether the cascade direction is upscale or down-
scale. For a downscale cascade, the corresponding fusion
rule would be Fn({X}n, t) = ˜F1(x1,x′1, t)Ψn,1({Xk}nk=2, t) and
from spatial homogeneity, the F1 factor vanishes.
For an upscale cascade, the corresponding fusion rule reads
Fn({X}n, t) = ˜Fn−1({Xk}nk=2, t)Ψn,n−1(X1, t) and it should re-
sult in the scaling Fn ∼ Rζn−1rζn−ζn−1 . Nevertheless, this lead-
7ing order contribution also vanishes, but for a different rea-
son. From the universality postulate, we expect that Fn is
an isotropic tensor with respect to rotating the velocity differ-
ences at the endpoints {Xk}nk=2 ∼ R since at scales R, the dy-
namics of the upscale cascade process forgets what is happen-
ing at scale r. Equivalently, Ψn,n−1 should also be an isotropic
tensor with respect to (x1,x′1), allowing us to rewrite it in the
form
Fα1...αnn ({X}n, t) =CF
α2...αn
n−1 ({Xk}
n
k=2, t)Ψ
α1
n,n−1(X1, t) (14)
=CFα2...αnn−1 ({Xk}
n
k=2, t)
rα1
‖r‖
ψ(‖r‖, t) (15)
with r = x1− x′1 and C a numerical coefficient. The incom-
pressibility condition implies that ∂α1,x1Fα1...αnn ({X}n, t) = 0
and we will show that, in turn, it implies that C = 0, thereby
annihilating the leading order contribution to the fusion rule.
Noting in general that ∂α‖x‖ = xα/‖x‖ (with ∂α a spatial
partial derivative with respect to the xα component of x) and
∂α(xα/‖x‖) = (d − 1)/‖x‖, with d the dimension of x, we
derive the identity
∂α
(
xα
‖x‖
f (‖x‖)
)
=
d− 1
‖x‖
f (‖x‖)+ f ′(‖x‖) (16)
for any differentiable scalar function f . Using this identity,
the divergence of the leading order fusion rule contribution to
the generalized structure function Fn reads
∂α1,x1Fα1...αnn ({X}n, t) = (17)
=CFα2...αnn−1 ({Xk}
n
k=2, t)∂α1,x1
[
rα1
‖r‖
ψ(‖r‖, t)
]
(18)
=CFα2...αnn−1 ({Xk}
n
k=2, t)
[
d− 1
r
+
∂
∂ r
]
ψ(r, t) (19)
with r = ‖r‖. The divergence condition gives a differential
equation with respect to r that can be rewritten in equidimen-
sional form as [d− 1+ r∂/∂ r]ψ(r, t) = 0. This equation has
only one independent solution ψ(r, t) =Cr1−d , that is incon-
sistent with the rζn−ζn−1 scaling predicted by the universality
postulate, therefore C = 0 and the leading order term vanishes.
It is worth noting that this is really the same argument that is
used to eliminate the leading contribution in the p = n−1 fu-
sion rule for downscale cascades (see below and also Section
II.C.3 of Ref. [37]). We deviate from the previous version of
the argument [37] in that we apply it only to the leading order
fusion rule contribution to Fn, and not to Fn as a whole.
In both cases of an upscale or downscale cascade, we need
to find the next-order term. We distinguish between the fol-
lowing two cases:
Case 1: Let us assume that the fused velocity difference
wα1(x1,x
′
1, t) has endpoints that are far away from all end-
points of all other velocity differences. Since x1 and x′1 are
close together, we use a Taylor expansion to write
wα1(x1,x
′
1, t) = uα1(x1, t)− uα1(x
′
1, t) (20)
= (x1− x
′
1)β ∂β ,x1uα1(x′1, t)+ · · · (21)
x′1
x1 = x2 x
′
2
= (24)
x′1
x1 = x2
+
x′1
x1 = x2 x
′
2
(25)
FIG. 1: Graphical representation of Eq. (26). Velocity differences
not associated with the decomposition wα2(x2,x′2) = wα2(x1,x′1)+
wα2(x
′
1,x
′
2) are omitted
and the generalized structure function Fn, to leading order,
reads:
Fn({X}n, t) =
(x1− x
′
1)β ∂β ,x1
〈
uα1(x
′
1, t)
[
n
∏
k=2
wαk(xk,x
′
k, t)
]〉
+ · · ·
(22)
The ensemble average of the derivative of the veloc-
ity/velocity difference product in the above equation depends
on all endpoint separations but retains symmetry with respect
to shifting all endpoints equally, since the original generalized
structure function Fn satisfies local homogeneity. The deriva-
tive ∂β ,x1 , in shaking the point x1, is also shaking all sepa-
rations between x1 and x′1,x2,x′2, · · · ,xn,x′n. Consequently,
the derivative ∂β ,x1 will result in multiple contributions, with
the dominant contribution scaling as
F (1)n (r,R)∼ (r/Rmin)ψn(R) (23)
where Rmin is the minimum distance between x1 and
x′1,x2,x
′
2, · · · ,xn,x
′
n. All other contributions will also give
the same scaling exponent with respect to r. This argument
was given previously for downscale cascades [37], and it also
applies without modifications to upscale cascades, except that
a new argument, given above, is needed to justify eliminating
the leading fusion rule contribution.
Case 2: As was previously noted [37], the scaling claimed
by Eq. (23) should break down in the limit Rmin → 0+, as it
does not make sense for Rmin to maintain a negative scaling
exponent all the way to 0+. To find the correct scaling, we
begin with the case Rmin = 0. Assume, with no loss of gen-
erality, that x1 = x2 and write wα2(x2,x′2) = wα2(x1,x′1) +
wα2(x
′
1,x
′
2). With Y defined as Y = (x′1,x′2), substituting
this equation to the generalized structure function Fn results
in the following balance between the three velocity difference
geometries, shown in Fig. 1 and given by
Fn(X1,X2,{Xk}nk=3, t) =
Fn(X1,X1,{Xk}nk=3, t)+Fn(X1,Y,{Xk}nk=3, t) (26)
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x′1
x2 x
′
2
=
b
x1
x′1
x2 x
′
2
+
b
x1
x′1
x2 x
′
2
FIG. 2: Graphical representation of Eq. (27). Velocity differences not
associated with the decomposition wα1(x1,x′1, t) = wα1(x1,x2, t)+
wα1(x2,x
′
1) are omitted
If the leading fusion rule contribution had not been elimi-
nated, then as we fuse (x1,x′1) the dominant balance would
have been between the two p = 1 geometry terms. How-
ever, the same universal local isotropy postulate responsible
for eliminating the leading contribution, also allows us to ar-
gue that the two p = 1 terms differ only by a proportionality
constant. Furthermore, eliminating the leading-order contri-
butions shifts the dominant balance so that the p = 1 terms
and the p = 2 terms have the same scaling. This argument
applies both to downscale and upscale cascades, so in both
cases, the p = 1 fusion rule becomes F (1)n (r,R)∼ rξn,1Rζn−ξn,1
with ξn,1 = ζ2 for a downscale cascade and ξn,1 = ζn− ζn−2
for an upscale cascade, for all n > 3. For the special case
n = 3, after the removal of the leading order contribution, we
have a velocity difference geometry with two small velocity
differences at scale r and one large velocity difference at scale
R. According to the argument of the next section, this partic-
ular velocity difference geometry results in additional cancel-
lation, with the next-order contribution consisting of a veloc-
ity difference geometry with three small velocity differences
at scale r. The corresponding fusion scaling exponents are
ξ3,1 = ζ3 for both downscale and upscale cascades. Another
special case is n = 2, where there are simply no additional
velocity differences, so the resulting fusion scaling exponent
is ξ2,1 = ζ2, both for downscale and upscale cascades. It is
also worth noting that decomposing wα1 instead of wα2 in the
above argument results in 3 distinct velocity difference ge-
ometries, leading to a dead end.
Now, let us consider the more general case where Rmin ∼ r.
This case can be reduced to the Rmin = 0 case by reattaching
the fused velocity difference wα1 back onto the nearest neigh-
boring velocity difference endpoint. This is done by the de-
composition wα1(x1,x′1, t) = wα1(x1,x2, t)+wα1(x2,x′1), as
shown on Fig. 2, where the other unfused velocity differences
R
R
r
FIG. 3: A p = 1 velocity difference geometry where the fused veloc-
ity difference is attached to unfused vrlocity differences from both
sides.
R
R
r =
R
r
+
R
r (28)
FIG. 4: Decomposing the velocity difference geometry of Fig 3 into
two contributions.
are omitted. This results in breaking the generalized structure
function Fn into two contributions given by
Fn({X}n, t) = Fn(x1,x2,x2,x′2,{Xk}nk=3, t)
+Fn(x2,x′1,x2,x′2,{Xk}nk=3, t) (27)
Both of these contributions correspond to the case Rmin = 0,
discussed previously, and therefore both will scale as de-
scribed above. Consequently, the overall generalized structure
function Fn maintains the same scaling.
The multilocality proof requires us to consider an additional
geometry in which the fused velocity difference is attached to
two unfused velocity differences as shown in Fig. 3. Decom-
posing one of the fused velocity differences into a sum of two
unfused velocity differences similarly to the argument that we
gave previously for the Rmin = 0 case gives two contributions
that are shown in Fig. 4. The first contribution follows the
scaling of the p = 2 fusion rule. The second contribution is a
variation of the Rmin = 0 case of the p = 1 fusion rule where
two unfused velocity differences are attached to the same end-
point of the fused velocity difference. We can now argue that
attaching the additional unfused velocity difference has no ef-
fect on the overall scaling which will still follow the p = 2
fusion rule. This can be done by decomposing both unfused
velocity differences and running them through the fused ve-
locity difference, as shown in Fig. 5. This has the effect of
reattaching the two unfused velocity differences to the other
endpoint of the fused velocity difference, and results in three
terms. The first two terms have two fused velocity differences
and scale according to the p = 2 fusion rule. For the third
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= R
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r
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r
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FIG. 5: Decomposing the two unfused velocity differences through
the fused velocity difference, effectively moving them to the other
endpoint of the fused velocity difference
term, we note that it can be obtained by rotating the fused
velocity difference relative to the two unfused velocity dif-
ferences. There is the problem that the angle between the two
unfused velocity differences also changes by reattaching them
to the other endpoint of the fused velocity difference. On the
other hand, from the universal local isotropy assumption, the
left hand side term in Fig. 5 and the third right hand side term
have the same tensor structure with respect to all velocity dif-
ference separations, except for a numerical constant depen-
dent on all angles. It follows that the second contribution in
Fig. 4 also scales according to the p = 2 fusion rule, by re-
peating the previous dominant balance argument.
It is easy to see that in Fig. 5, attaching additional unfused
velocity differences on the same endpoint as the fused velocity
difference, does not change the scaling with respect to r and
R. We simply use the same procedure to reattach all of the un-
fused velocity differences onto the other side of the fused ve-
locity difference one by one, and obtain a series of terms with
two fused velocity differences and an additional term with the
same tensor structure as the left hand side. Likewise, in the
argument of Fig. 4, it makes no difference if the fused veloc-
r
R R
R R
FIG. 6: The fused velocity difference embedded within a chain of
unfused velocity differences
R
r
FIG. 7: The p= n−1 fusion rule velocity difference geometry where
one endpoint of the unfused velocity difference is within the r-blob
where the other n−1 velocity differences are gathered
ity difference is embedded within a chain of unfused velocity
differences as shown in Fig. 6. The argument of Fig. 4 still car-
ries through with no need for any additional considerations.
C. Fusion rule for p = n−1
The fusion rule for the case p = n− 1 also has the same
predicament as the previously considered case p = 1 in that
the leading order contribution vanishes and we need to de-
termine the next subleading contribution. The velocity dif-
ference geometry under consideration is shown on Fig. 7 and
consists of n− 1 fused velocity differences at scale r congre-
gated together inside a blob with size r and one unfused ve-
locity difference at scale R with one endpoint inside the r-blob
and the other endpoint outside the r-blob. Although we do not
encounter this particular velocity difference geometry in ei-
ther the locality or multilocality proofs, it is a necessary step-
ping stone for analysing the two-blob fusion rule described
in the next subsection. It is also relevant with regards to the
additional cancellation that underlies the claim ξ3,1 = ζ3.
We begin with noting that the leading contributions pre-
dicted by the p = n−1 fusion rule vanish for the same reasons
as in the case of the p = 1 fusion rule. For an upscale cascade,
the p= n−1 fusion rule predicts that the generalized structure
function Fn is given by
Fn({X}n, t) = F1(x1,x′1, t)Ψn,n−1({X}nk=2, t) (29)
and the F1 factor vanishes immediately by homogeneity. For
a downscale cascade, the universal local isotropy hypothe-
sis suggests that Fn should remain invariant upon rotating
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R
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FIG. 8: Dominant balance argument for determining the next-order
contribution for the p = n−1 fusion rule.
the fused velocity differences around their geometric center.
Equivalently, we expect invariance upon fixing the fused ve-
locity differences and rotating the unfused velocity difference
instead. It follows that the tensor structure of the leading fu-
sion rule contribution should take the form
Fn({X}n, t) = ˜Fn−1({X}nk=2, t)Ψn,n−1(X1, t) (30)
= ˜Fn−1({X}nk=2, t)C
Rα1
R
ψ(R, t) (31)
with R = x1 − x′1, and R = ‖R‖ the norm of R. From the
incompressibility condition we have ∂x1,α1F
α1...αn
n ({X}n, t) =
0, and using the same mathematical argument as in the case
p = 1 for an upscale cascade, we find that ψ(R, t) = CR1−d ,
with d the dimension of space. Since R was supposed to scale
as Rζn−ζn−1 , it follows that C = 0, and the leading term, once
again, vanishes.
To determine the scaling of the subleading contribution to
Fn, we assume with no loss of generality that the unfused ve-
locity difference wα1 is attached to all of the fused velocity
differences inside the r-blob. We decompose wα1 into a sum
of one fused velocity difference and an unfused velocity dif-
ference, as shown in Fig. 8. Then we reattach the other fused
velocity differences onto the same endpoint as the unfused ve-
locity difference wα1 . This results in a series of terms that have
the same configuration of velocity differences as the left hand
side, albeit with different angles between the velocity differ-
ences, and one additional term where all velocity differences
lie within the r-blob. Given the elimination of the leading
order contribution, we predict via a dominant balance argu-
ment that the subleading contribution will scale according to
rζn . This results in the evaluation ξn,n−1 = ζn, which holds
both for downscale and upscale cascades. For more general
velocity difference geometries within the r-blob, it is straight-
forward to reattach all velocity differences onto the same end-
point, resulting in a sum of terms whose geometry is similar
to the left hand side of Fig. 8.
D. Fusion rule for the two-blob geometry
To formulate a locality proof for the general terms of
OnOn+1 · · ·On+p−1Fn+p it becomes now necessary to give
special consideration to a new velocity difference geometry
shown in Fig. 9: there are two blobs with length scales r and
l separated by a distance scale R. The r-blob holds a con-
gregation of n− p− 1 velocity differences with scale r point
separations, the l-blob holds p velocity differences with scale
l point separations, and the remaining velocity difference has
length scale R with one end inside the r-blob and the other end
inside the l-blob. We take the intermediate asymptotic limits
r ≪ R and l ≪ R with r, l, and R all within the inertial range.
Note that the velocity differences in the l-blob will be attached
to each other in the geometries that arise from the locality in-
tegrals, however they can be detached with no consequence
to the fusion rule scaling exponents, as long as all endpoints
remain separated at length scale l.
The case of upscale cascades presents us with a technical
difficulty that will be discussed below. For the case of down-
scale cascades, the rotational invariance argument that was
used in the previous subsection can be now repeated from the
viewpoint of either blob. For the special case p = 1, this re-
duces to the fusion geometry needed to establish the IR local-
ity of OnFn+1. However the resulting scaling with respect to
R is stronger, in the sense that it helps establish a faster van-
ishing of the integrals in the IR limit, than the fusion scaling
that was used previously to establish the IR locality of OnFn+1
[35, 37, 59]. The previous argument was to begin with all ve-
locity differences at scale R, reduce one velocity difference to
scale ℓ and another group of n−2 velocity differences to scale
r, with one velocity difference remaining at scale R [59]. The
problem is that this two-step process does not require con-
gregating the velocity differences into two small-scale blobs,
separated from each other at scale R, as the endpoint sepa-
ration of the velocity differences is reduced. The resulting
scaling with respect to R gives us IR locality only marginally,
requiring an additional workaround to obtain better scaling.
Taking advantage of the assumption that, aside from the R ve-
locity difference, the remaining velocity differences are con-
fined within their respective blobs allows us to directly obtain
stronger scaling with respect to R. This is a valid assump-
tion for the velocity difference geometries that arise in the lo-
cal interaction integrals, but none of the previous arguments
[35, 37, 59] took full advantage of it.
First we will explain why the leading fusion rule contri-
bution vanishes. Then we obtain the scaling of the sublead-
ing contribution. For an upscale cascade, the same argument
that was used in the previous subsection for the p = n− 1
fusion rule to show that the leading fusion rule contribution
vanishes, carries over without any need for modifications. For
a downscale cascade, a more careful argument is needed. The
universal local isotropy hypothesis implies that the general-
ized structure function Fn should remain invariant upon rotat-
ing the velocity differences within either the r-blob or the ℓ-
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FIG. 9: The two-blob velocity difference geometry with ℓ≪ R and
r ≪ R and ℓ,r,R all within the inertial range.
blob, or both around the corresponding geometric centers (see
Fig.9). We note that rotating the velocity differences within
both blobs with the same angle and direction is equivalent to
rotating the R-scale velocity difference around either one blob,
while carrying along the opposite blob. If the vector R repre-
sents the endpoint separation in the R-scale velocity difference
wαn(Xn, t), then, from the point of view of the ℓ-blob, we can
assume that the velocity differences of the r-blob have their
endpoints shifted by R. It follows that the leading fusion rule
contribution from the point of view of the ℓ-blob is given by:
F ...αnn ({X}n, t)=CFp({Xk}
p
k=1, t)Ψ
αn
n,p(R,{X}n−1k=p+1+R, t)
=CFp({Xk}pk=1, t)(Rαn/R) ˜Ψn,p(R,{X}
n−1
k=p+1 +R, t) (32)
Here, the notation {X}n−1k=p+1 +R represents shifting all end-
points of velocity differences in {X}n−1k=p+1 equally by the vec-
tor R. The universal local homogeneity hypothesis [59] im-
plies that if we shift the velocity differences of one blob by
a small distance, in some direction, relative to the velocity
differences of the other blob and the wαn velocity difference,
then the overall generalized structure function should remain
invariant. This, in turn, implies that
n−1
∑
m=p+1
(∂αn,xm + ∂αn,x′m)Ψαnn,p(R,{X}n−1k=p+1+R, t) = 0 (33)
which reduces to
Rαn
R
n−1
∑
m=p+1
(∂αn,xm + ∂αn,x′m) ˜Ψn,p(R,{X}n−1k=p+1 +R, t) = 0 (34)
since both Rαn and R are constant with respect to the derivatives ∂αn,xm and ∂αn,x′m for all m ∈ {p+1, . . . ,n−1}. We can use this
equation to write the divergence of the generalized structure function with respect to (αn,xn) as:
∂αn,xnF ...αnn ({X}n, t) =CFp({Xk}pk=1, t)∂αn,xn
[
Rαn
R
˜Ψn,p(R,{X}n−1k=p+1 +R, t)
]
(35)
=CFp({Xk}pk=1, t)
[
˜Ψn,p(R,{X}n−1k=p+1+R, t)∂αn,xn
(
Rαn
R
)
+
Rαn
R
∂αn,xn ˜Ψn,p(R,{X}n−1k=p+1 +R, t)
]
(36)
=CFp({Xk}pk=1, t)
[
d− 1
R
˜Ψn,p(R,{X}n−1k=p+1+R, t)+
Rαn
R
( ∂
∂R
˜Ψn,p(R,{X}n−1k=p+1 +R, t)
)
(∂αn,xnR)
(37)
+
Rαn
R
n−1
∑
m=p+1
(∂αn,xm + ∂αn,x′m) ˜Ψn,p(R,{X}n−1k=p+1+R, t)
]
(38)
=CFp({Xk}pk=1, t)
[
d− 1
R
+
RαnRαn
R2
∂
∂R
]
˜Ψn,p(R,{X}n−1k=p+1 +R, t) (39)
=CFp({Xk}pk=1, t)
[
d− 1
R
+
∂
∂R
]
˜Ψn,p(R,{X}n−1k=p+1 +R, t) (40)
Here, ∂/∂R represents a scalar partial derivative with respect
to the scalar argument of ˜Ψn,p, notwithstanding the depen-
dence of other arguments of ˜Ψn,p on the vector R. We also
use ∂αn,xnR = Rαn/R and RαnRαn = R2and Eq. (34) to elim-
inate the third term of Eq. (38). From the incompressibility
condition ∂αn,xnF ...αnn ({X}n, t) = 0, we obtain once again the
equation
C
[
d− 1
R
+
∂
∂R
]
˜Ψn,p(R,{X}n−1k=p+1 +R, t) = 0 (41)
and using the same argument as in the preceding fusion rules
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FIG. 10: Construction of the two-blob geometry for an downscale
cascade in two steps
with p = 1 and p = n− 1, we conclude that C = 0 and that
the leading contribution to the two-blob geometry fusion rule
vanishes, so we must consider the subleading terms.
For the next step of determining the subleading contribu-
tion to the fusion rule, we distinguish and treat separately the
cases of a downscale vs an upscale cascade. For downscale
cascades, the two-blob geometry can be constructed in two
steps, as shown in Fig. 10. We begin with n velocity differ-
ences at scale R. We reduce p< n velocity differences to scale
ℓ≪ R, thereby creating a smaller ℓ-blob inside the larger R
blob. We then reduce another n− p−1 velocity differences to
scale r ≪ R, also concentrating them within a separate small
r-blob. One velocity difference remains at scale R straddling
between the two small blobs. The leading contribution to the
corresponding fusion rule is ℓζprζn−p−1Rζn−ζn−p−1−ζp . How-
ever, in the second step we can invoke our previous argument
and claim that this leading contribution with respect to r van-
ishes. To pick up the next-order contribution, we rearrange
the velocity differences inside the r-blob so that one of them
shares an endpoint with the wαn velocity difference straddling
r
⇓
r r
R
⇓
r r
R
FIG. 11: Construction of the two-blob geometry for an upscale cas-
cade requires a different sequence of steps than it does for a down-
scale cascade
between the two blobs. Using an argument similar to the one
used for the p = 1 fusion rule (see Fig. 1), we find that the
next order contribution scales as rζn−p . Repeating the argu-
ment by reversing the sequence by which the two small blobs
are created gives the next-order scaling with respect to ℓ as
ℓζp+1 . The overall scaling for the two-blob geometry is thus
ℓζp+1rζn−pRζn−ζp+1−ζn−p . Note that the next-order contribu-
tions correspond to geometries where the velocity difference
between the two blobs is no longer present, so the previous in-
compressibility argument cannot be repeated. In terms of the
generalized fusion-rule scaling exponents, the resulting scal-
ing law is Fn ∼ ℓξn,p+1rξn,n−pRζn−ξn,p+1−ξn,n−p .
The case of an upscale cascade is very subtle because the
same two-blob geometry is constructed by a different se-
quence of fusion events: we begin with all velocity differences
inside a blob at scale r. We separate p velocity differences
by shifting them across a large distance R with r ≪ R, with-
out resizing them, resulting in two separated blobs, each with
size r. Then we pick one velocity difference from either blob
and expand it to size R so that it straddles between the two
blobs. This process is shown in Fig. 11. Recall that in up-
scale cascades “fusing” corresponds to expanding a velocity
difference from small scales to large scales, that being the di-
rection away from the forcing range. So, the overall process of
constructing the two-blob geometry involves only one fusion
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b
+
bb
FIG. 12: Separating one velocity difference away from a group of
velocity differences congregated inside a small-scale blob. The ar-
rows indicate the direction of the velocity differences involved in the
major cancellation of the leading rζn R0 contribution.
Fn = F(1)n + F
(2)
n
FIG. 13: Generalized structure function decomposition used to ini-
tialize the first step of the inductive argument for the two-blob veloc-
ity difference geometry fusion rule in upscale cascades
event, preceded by the blob separation. We will show that the
resulting scaling is rζn+αR−α , with α a scaling exponent that
is expected to satisfy α > 0, noting that the scaling exponent
of R is the one relevant to the multilocality proof.
We begin with considering the special case in which only
one velocity difference is pulled away at distance R from the
rest of the group, as shown in Fig. 12. We can decompose the
remote velocity difference by bouncing it off the endpoint of
one of the other velocity differences inside the blob and obtain
the sum of two generalized structure functions that correpond
to the p = n− 1 fusion rule discussed previously. Since they
scale as rζn R0, the separated geometry shown in Fig. 12 can
be expected to also scale as rζn R0. However, the situation
is in fact much better, because in the limit R → +∞, the two
terms in the right-hand-side of Fig. 12 become nearly identical
and are being in fact subtracted from each other, as the large
velocity difference has opposite direction between the two
terms. This should result in a leading-order term cancellation,
with the next order term scaling as rζn R0(r/R)α ∼ rζn+α R−α .
Since there are no fusion events in perturbing the first term
onto the second term of the right-hand-side of the equation in
Fig. 12, we should expect a basic Taylor expansion with at
least α = 1; however all we need for the locality and multilo-
cality proof is the assumption α > 0.
Now let us expand one velocity difference inside the blob
Fn
n− p−2
p+1
=⇒ F(1)n
n− p−1
p+1
=
b
F(2)n
n− p−1
p
+ F(3)n
n− p−1
p
FIG. 14: Generalized structure function decomposition used for the
general step of the inductive argument for the two-blob velocity dif-
ference geometry fusion rule in upscale cascades
so that one of its endpoints comes in contact with an endpoint
of the remote velocity difference. In order for that to occur,
it is assumed that previously the remote velocity difference
was shifted in the correct direction. The leading term in the
corresponding fusion rule should scale as Rζ1rζn−ζ1 , but the
Rζ1 factor immediately vanishes, as it involves the ensemble
average of one velocity difference, by homogeneity. Since in
upscale cascades the relevant limit is R→+∞, the next order
contribution needs to have a smaller scaling exponent with re-
spect to R. To show this, we employ a dominant balance argu-
ment similar to the one that we used previously in the context
of the p = 1 fusion rule. As shown in Fig. 13, we decompose
the velocity difference that straddles between blobs across the
triangle that it forms with one of the velocity differences on
the original r-blob. As a result, the generalized structure func-
tion Fn corresponding to the two blob geometry breaks into
two contributions Fn = F (1)n +F (2)n , where Fn, F (2)n have the
the same scaling and where F (1)n scales as rζn+α R−α , accord-
ing to the previous argument. It is worth noting that if the
leading-order contribution to the fusion rule of Fn did not van-
ish, we would have a dominant balance between Fn and F (2)n ,
with F (1)n negligible in the limit R→+∞. However, given that
the leading contribution to Fn vanishes, in the subleading con-
tribution all three terms have the same scaling, and it follows
that Fn scales as rζn+αR−α .
The above argument can be now generalized inductively for
the more general case where more than one velocity difference
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is separated away from the original r-blob during the forma-
tion of the two-blob geometry. Let us assume that we have
already shown that a two-blob geometry with p velocity dif-
ferences in one blob, n− p−1 velocity differences in the other
blob, and one velocity difference straddling in between also
scales as rζn+α R−α . Replacing p with p+ 1, let us now con-
sider a two-blob geometry consisting of one blob with p+ 1
velocity differences, a separate blob with n− p− 2 velocity
differences and an additional velocity difference straddling
between the two blobs. Similarly to the p = 1 case, the lead-
ing order contribution to the fusion rule for Fn is Rζ1 rζn−ζ1 and
vanishes for the same reasons. The next-order contribution is
the generalized structure function F (1)n , shown in Fig. 14, and
to obtain its scaling, we break it down as F (1)n = F(2)n +F(3)n by
decomposing one of the velocity differences on the p+1 blob
across some triangle with an endpoint of a velocity difference
from the opposite blob. The two contributions F (2)n , F (3)n that
result from this decomposition correspond to the preceding
two-blob geometry that was assumed to scale as rζn+α R−α
via the induction hypothesis. This concludes the inductive ar-
gument, and we find thus rζn+α R−α scaling for all two-blob
velocity difference geometries regardless of how the velocity
differences are distributed between blobs.
III. MULTILOCALITY PROOF
We now turn to the main problem of establishing multilo-
cality in the IR and UV limit, and establishing correspond-
ing locality conditions in terms of the generalized structure
function scaling exponents ζn and the fusion scaling expo-
nents ξnp. The arguments are based on the fusion rules that
were discussed in the preceding section, and both upscale
and downscale cascades are investigated, making the analysis
relevant to the cascades of both three-dimensional and two-
dimensional Navier-Stokes turbulence. A condensed sum-
mary of the main findings has already been given in the pa-
per’s introduction.
A. Preliminaries
The main challenge with extending the locality proof to
the terms of OnOn+1 · · ·On+p−1Fn+p, is the existence of cross-
terms. The mathematical structure of OnFn+1 takes the form
OnFn+1({X}n, t) =
n
∑
k=1
∫∫
dY1dY2O(Xk,Y1,Y2)Fn+1({X}kn,Y1,Y2). (47)
Here, {X}kn = (X1, . . . ,Xk−1,Xk+1, . . . ,Xn) and On(Xk,Y1,Y2) is a generalized function representing the appropriate integrod-
ifferential operator, encapsulating the nonlinear interactions that drive the turbulence cascades, sans the sweeping interactions.
Note that in Fn+1, Xk is replaced with Y1 and Y2 is added thereafter. A detailed account of the terms of the balance equations
was given in my previous paper [59]. It is easy to show that OnOn+1Fn+2 takes the form
OnOn+1Fn+2({X}n, t) =
n
∑
l=1
∫∫
dZ1dZ2 O(Xl ,Z1,Z2)On+1Fn+2({X}ln,Z1,Z2) (48)
=
n
∑
l=1
∫∫
dZ1dZ2 O(Xl ,Z1,Z2)
[
n
∑
k=1
k 6=l
∫∫
dY1dY2O(Xk,Y1,Y2)Fn+2({X}kln ,Y1,Y2,Z1,Z2) (49)
+
∫∫
dY1dY2O(Z1,Y1,Y2)Fn+2({X}ln,Y1,Y2,Z2)+
∫∫
dY1dY2O(Z2,Y1,Y2)Fn+2({X}ln,Y1,Y2,Z1)
]
(50)
=
n
∑
l=1
n
∑
k=1
k 6=l
∫∫
dZ1dZ2
∫∫
dY1dY2O(Xl ,Z1,Z2)O(Xk,Y1,Y2)Fn+2({X}kln ,Y1,Y2,Z1,Z2) (51)
+
n
∑
l=1
∫∫
dZ1dZ2
∫∫
dY1dY2O(Xl ,Z1,Z2)O(Z1,Y1,Y2)Fn+2({X}ln,Y1,Y2,Z2) (52)
+
n
∑
l=1
∫∫
dZ1dZ2
∫∫
dY1dY2O(Xl ,Z1,Z2)O(Z2,Y1,Y2)Fn+2({X}ln,Y1,Y2,Z1) (53)
Here {X}kln consists of n− 2 velocity difference endpoint pairs, with Xk and Xl deleted from the original velocity difference
geometry {X}n. Obviously, the locality of the first term in the above expression follows from the same argument that establishes
locality in OnFn+1. The problem is that a separate argument is needed for the other two terms, corresponding to the case k = l in
the double summation above. This argument was not previously given [36, 37] in the derivation of the bridge relations, with no
explanation as to how one dispatches the cross-terms. We will now show that it is indeed possible to extend the locality proof to
these cross-terms.
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We begin with the observation that a typical contribution to OnFn+1 takes the forms
∫
dy Pαkβ (y)∂γ,xk
〈[
n
∏
l=1
l 6=k
wαl (Xl)
]
wβ (xk− y,x′k− y)wγ(xk− y,s)
〉
(54)
or
∫
dy Pαkβ (y)∂γ,x′k
〈[
n
∏
l=1
l 6=k
wαl (Xl)
]
wβ (xk− y,x′k− y)wγ(x′k− y,s)
〉
(55)
with possible values of s being s ∈ {x1, . . . ,xn,x′1, . . . ,x′n}.
Repeated tensorial indices in product forms (e.g. the index γ)
imply a summation over all components. Here ∂γ,xk is the spa-
tial partial derivative with respect to the γ component of xk and
Pαβ (x) is the kernel of the operator Pαβ = δαβ − ∂α ∂β ∇−2
with δαβ the Kronecker delta. It is given by
Pαβ (x) = δαβ δ (x)− g′′(‖x‖)
xαxβ
‖x‖
(56)
− g′(‖x‖)
[δαβ
‖x‖
−
xα xβ
‖x‖3
]
(57)
≡ δαβ δ (x)−P‖αβ (x) (58)
with g(r) the Green’s function for the inverse Laplacian ∇−2
, which is g(r) = −1/(4pir) in three dimensions and g(r) =
lnr/(2pi) in two dimensions, and it scales as Pαβ (x)∼ ‖x‖−d
with d the number of dimensions. An immediate consequence
of the incompressibility of the velocity field is that Pαβ uβ =
uα or equivalently ∫
Rd
dyP‖αβ (y)uβ (y) = 0 (59)
We also note that both Pαβ (y) and P
‖
αβ (y) are even, in the
sense that Pαβ (−y) = Pαβ (y) and P
‖
αβ (−y) = P
‖
αβ (y) for all
y ∈ Rd .
It is worth noting how Fn({X}n, t) is transformed into the
above contributions to OnFn+1({X}n, t), in order to under-
stand the more general case: (a) The index αk is moved
to Pαkβ and in the velocity product we replace wαk (xk,x
′
k)
with wβ (xk,x′k); (b) both arguments of wβ (xk,x′k) are shifted
by y, giving wβ (xk − y,x′k − y); (c) A new velocity factor
wγ (xk−y,s) is introduced in the velocity product for the ∂γ,xk
terms and correspondingly we introduce wγ (x′k− y,s) for the
∂γ,x′k terms.
B. Review of UV locality proof
UV locality corresponds to vanishing integral contributions
in the limits y → 0, xk − y → xl , xk − y → x′l , x′k − y → xl ,
x′k− y → x′l . It is sufficient to consider only the limit y → 0
where Pαβ (y) becomes singular. The other limits present with
similar situations, but the absence of the singularity in the
projection function makes convergence even easier. Further-
more, it is sufficient to focus only on the integral contribu-
tion that corresponds to P‖αβ (y). The integral over the delta
function contribution to Pαβ (y) is formal, and can be elim-
inated; the result involves a correlation with no fusions and
involves no non-local interactions that may require concern in
either the UV or IR limits. The multilocality proof in the UV
limit builds upon the previous UV locality proof for OnFn+1,
so we begin with a review of that argument. Then we ex-
tend it, first to OnOn+1Fn+2 , then to the more general case
of OnOn+1 · · ·On+p−1Fn+p. Consider, with no loss of general-
ity, the integral given by Eq. (54) and distinguish between the
following cases:
Case 1: Assume that xk 6= s. Then, there are no fusions of
velocity differences as y → 0, so the derivative of the ensem-
ble average in Eq. (54) is analytic with respect to y and can be
Taylor expanded as:
I =
∫
0+
dy Pαkβ (y)[Aβ +Bβ γyγ +Cβ γδ yγ yδ + · · · ] (60)
=Aβ
∫
0+
dy Pαkβ (y)+Bβ γ
∫
0+
dy Pαkβ (y)yγ (61)
+Cβ γδ
∫
0+
dy Pαkβ (y)yγyδ + · · · (62)
The first integral consists of the delta function contribution to
Pαkβ (y), which is local and does not contribute anything for
y 6= 0, and a P‖αkβ (y) contribution that vanishes, as the P
‖
αkβ
operator is applied on a constant field that is trivially incom-
pressible. The second integral also vanishes because the inte-
grand is odd with respect to replacing y with −y. In the third
integral, using ρ = ‖y‖ the differential contributes ρd−1dρ ,
the projection operator P‖αkβ (y) contributes ρ−d and yγyδ con-
tributes ρ2. Overall, the integral scales as I ∼ ρ2, which is
independent of the dimension d, and is clearly local.
Case 2: Assume that xk = s. Then there is a fusion in the
product wβ (xk−y,x′k−y)wγ(xk−y,xk) as y→ 0 that breaks
the regularity preventing the Taylor expansion that we did in
the previous case. The corresponding velocity difference con-
figuration is shown in Fig. 15, and if we let Fn+1 denote the
velocity difference product ensemble average, then the lead-
ing order scaling in the inertial range as y→ 0 is given by the
p = 1 fusion rule and reads
Fn+1 ∼Φ2(xk− y,xk,xk− y,xk)Φn−1({X}kn) (63)
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FIG. 15: UV limit for the case xk = s. We employ the fusion rule
shown in Fig. 1
and the integral I can be rewritten as:
I ∼Φn−1({X}kn)
∫
Rd
dyPαkβ (y)∂γ,xk Φ2(xk− y,xk,xk− y,xk)
(64)
In terms of ρ , dy still contributes ρd−1dρ , the projection func-
tion Pαkβ (y) contributes ρ−d , and Φ2 contributes ρξn+1,1 . The
derivative ∂γ,xk does not contribute to the ρ scaling exponent,
due to the geometric configuration of Φ2(xk−y,xk,xk−y,xk)
and its local homogeneity. In particular, when we “shake”
xk, it shakes both xk and xk − y equally, but the distance ρ
between these two points remains constant, so the deriva-
tive has no effect on ρ . The shaking itself has no effect on
Φ2(xk − y,xk,xk− y,xk) due to universal local homogeneity.
Altogether, the integral scales as I ∼ ρξn+1,1 , and the corre-
sponding locality condition is ξn+1,1 > 0.
From the above argument we see that in Case 1 the inte-
gral has UV locality unconditionally, whereas in Case 2 we
have a UV locality condition ξn+1,1 > 0. Assuming n > 2,
for the three-dimensional downscale energy cascade we ex-
pect ξn+1,1 = ζ2 > 2/3 > 0, for the two-dimensional down-
scale enstrophy cascade we expect ξn+1,1 = ζ2 = 2 > 0, and
for the two-dimensional inverse energy cascade we expect
ξn+1,1 = ζn+1− ζn−1 > 0. For n = 2, we have the evaluationξn+1,1 = ξ3,1 = ζ3, both for upscale and downscale cascades,
and it also satisfies the condition ξn+1,1 > 0 needed for UV
locality. Thus, under the fusion rules hypothesis, all integrals
in OnFn+1 are UV local.
C. UV multilocality proof for two operators
Now, let us consider the locality of the cross-terms in
OnOn+1Fn+2. First, we note that any terms involving the
derivatives ∂γ1,xk ∂γ2,xl , ∂γ1,xk ∂γ2,x′l , ∂γ1,x′k ∂γ2,x′ l with k 6= l are
not cross-terms, and their locality is an immediate conse-
quence of the previously shown locality for OnFn+1. For k = l,
typical ∂γ1,xk ∂γ2,xk cross-terms take the form
I1 =
∫
Rd
dy2
∫
Rd
dy1 Pαkβ1(y2)Pβ1β2(y1)∂γ2,xk ∂γ1,xk
×
〈[
n
∏
l=1
l 6=k
wαl (Xl)
]
wβ2(xk− y1− y2,x
′
k− y1− y2)
×wγ1(xk− y1− y2,s1)wγ2(xk− y2,s2)
〉 (65)
with s1,s2 ∈ {x1, . . . ,xn,x′1, . . . ,x′n} and s1 6= xk. Note that
the y1 integral comes from On+1 and the y2 integral comes
from On. Starting from Fn({X}n, t), in the cross-terms of
OnFn+1, in the velocity product, wαk is replaced with wβ1(xk−
y1,x′k−y1) . We also append the factor wγ1(xk−y1,s1) to the
velocity product. Moving on to OnOn+1Fn+2, we introduce the
∂γ2,xk derivative and the y2 integral, at which point all previous
occurrences of xk are shifted by y2. As a result wγ1 becomes
wγ1(xk−y1−y2,s1), wβ1 becomes wβ2(xk−y1−y2,x′k−y1−
y2) , the β1 index goes to the projection function of y1 and the
αk index is pushed onto the projection function of y2. A new
factor wγ2(xk−y2,s2) is also introduced. Note that if s1 = xk,
then s1 is also shifted by y2, yielding a cross-term of the form
I2 =
∫
Rd
dy2
∫
Rd
dy1 Pαkβ1(y2)Pβ1β2(y1)∂γ2,xk ∂γ1,xk
×
〈[
n
∏
l=1
l 6=k
wαl (Xl)
]
wβ2(xk− y1− y2,x
′
k− y1− y2)
×wγ1(xk− y1− y2,xk− y2)wγ2(xk− y2,s2)
〉 (66)
Similar integrals arise from cross-terms that involve an
∂γ2,x′k ∂γ1,xk combination of derivatives that read
I3 =
∫
Rd
dy2
∫
Rd
dy1 Pαkβ1(y2)Pβ1β2(y1)∂γ2,x′k ∂γ1,xk
×
〈[
n
∏
l=1
l 6=k
wαl (Xl)
]
wβ2(xk− y1− y2,x
′
k− y1− y2)
×wγ1(xk− y1− y2,s1)wγ2(x
′
k− y2,s2)
〉 (67)
for s1,s2 ∈ {x1, . . . ,xn,x′1, . . . ,x′n} with s1 6= xk. For the spe-
cial case s1 = xk, upon introducing the y2 integral, s1 = xk is
also shifted by y2 resulting in an integral that reads
I4 =
∫
Rd
dy2
∫
Rd
dy1 Pαkβ1(y2)Pβ1β2(y1)∂γ2,x′k ∂γ1,xk
×
〈[
n
∏
l=1
l 6=k
wαl (Xl)
]
wβ2(xk− y1− y2,x
′
k− y1− y2)
×wγ1(xk− y1− y2,xk− y2)wγ2(x
′
k− y2,s2)
〉 (68)
The other two contributions ∂γ2,xk ∂γ1,x′k and ∂γ2,x′k ∂γ1,x′k give
identical locality arguments upon a symmetric exchange xk ↔
x′k, so we shall not consider them explicitly.
To establish locality, we stress that the integrals are done
one at a time. Consequently, once the y1 integral is shown
to be local, the major contribution to the y1 integral origi-
nates from the velocity differences situated at some inertial
range length scale R1, and given that, the locality of the y2
integral is then considered. For UV locality, we consider the
separate limits y1 → 0+ and y2 → 0+, where the projection
functions become singular. All other UV limits are less sin-
gular, owing to the regularity of the projection functions, so
they do not require special consideration. First, we note that
dy1 contributes dρ1ρd−11 and Pβ1β2(y1) contributes ρ
−d
1 , so the
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combination dy1Pβ1β2(y1) makes no ρ1-dependent contribu-
tion to the integral, when ρ1 = ‖y1‖ → 0+. Likewise, no ρ2-
dependent contribution is expected from dy2Pαkβ1(y2), when
ρ2 = ‖y2‖ → 0+. With no loss of generality, let us consider
the limit ρ2 → 0+. In general, there are three possibilities for
the geometric configuration of velocity differences in the ve-
locity product under the UV limit ρ1 → 0+ or the UV limit
ρ2 → 0+.
Case 1: It is possible that there are no fusions with no ve-
locity difference endpoints approaching each other, under the
ρ1 → 0+ or ρ2 → 0+ limits. In this case, the velocity ensem-
ble average combined with the derivatives with respect to xk
or x′k can be Taylor expanded, similarly to the situation in
Case 1 of section III B. The same argument is repeated where
the first two terms of the expansion vanish and the third term
respects UV locality unconditionally.
Case 2: There may be a fusion where one velocity differ-
ence’s endpoints are brought together while it is attached to
one or two other velocity differences. Let us assume, with no
loss of generality, that this velocity difference corresponds to
the limit ρ1 → 0+. Then, the ensemble average of the veloc-
ity product gives an ρξn+2,11 contribution. Similarly to Case 2
of section III B, the corresponding ρ1-dependent factor is lo-
cally homogeneous (in the sense of velocity increments) with
respect to xk shifting. As a result, the derivatives make no
contributions to the scaling exponent of ρ1, and the integral
will scale as ρξn+2,11 , leading to ξn+2,1 > 0 as a necessary UV
locality scenario. With two or more nonlinear interactions op-
erators, it is possible to encounter new velocity difference ge-
ometries such as the ones shown in Fig. 3 or Fig. 6. As we
explained in section II.B, these will still yield the same fusion
rule as the one corresponding to Fig. 1, so the argument of sec-
tion III.B case 1 continues to carry through with no additional
considerations.
Case 3: A new possibility that arises in the UV multilo-
cality integrals, but not in the original integrals for OnFn+1,
is a fusion in which the velocity difference whose endpoints
are brought together is not attached to any of the other ve-
locity differences. Again, with no loss of generality, let us
assume that the fused velocity difference corresponds to the
limit ρ1 → 0+, and let Rmin be the closest distance between
an endpoint of the ρ1 velocity difference and an endpoint
of another nearest velocity difference. If ρ1 ≪ Rmin, then
the ensemble average of the velocity product will scale as
Fn+2 ∼ (ρ1/Rmin)Sn+2(R). In the absence of fractional scaling
with respect to ρ1, the derivative of the ensemble average of
the velocity product leads to a Taylor expansion with respect
to ρ1. UV locality can be then established unconditionally
by repeating the previous argument of Case 1. If ρ2 ≫ Rmin,
then we can use the general property of velocity differences
wα(x,y) = wα (x,z)+wα(z,y) to reattach the ρ1 velocity dif-
ference to its nearest neighbor (see Fig. 2, for a similar situa-
tion). The attached velocity difference separations also follow
ρ1 scaling and the problem of UV locality reduces now to the
previous argument of Case 2.
Now let us consider the fusion events in the integrals
I1, I2, I3, I4 given by Eq. (65), Eq. (66), Eq. (67), Eq. (68) in
s1 6= xk
γ1
xk−y1−y2 x′k−y1−y2β2
xk−y2 γ2 s2 6= xk
FIG. 16: I1 integral with s1 6= xk and s2 6= xk . There is no fusion
event when ρ2 → 0+, but when ρ1 → 0+ the endpoints xk −y2 and
xk−y1−y2 come together.
xk−y2 γ2 s2 6= xk
γ1
xk−y1−y2 β2 x′−y1−y2
xk−y2 γ2 xk
γ1
xk−y1−y2 β2 x′−y1−y2
FIG. 17: I2 integral with s2 6= xk or s2 = xk. In both cases, the veloc-
ity difference wγ1 fuses in the limit ρ1 → 0+. For s2 = xk, wγ2 fuses
in the limit ρ2 → 0+. For s2 6= xk, there is no fusion when ρ2 → 0+.
view of the above 3 cases.
For the integral I1 with s1 6= xk and s2 6= xk, we show the
velocity difference geometry for the product wβ2wγ1 wγ2 in
Fig. 16. We see that in the limit ρ2 → 0+ there are no fusion
events, so UV locality follows unconditionally under Case 1,
above. In the limit ρ1 → 0+ the endpoint xk− y2 of wγ2 and
the endpoint xk− y1− y2 of wβ2 will fuse together. The sim-
plest way to handle the limit is to reattach wγ2 onto wβ2 by
writing
wγ2(xk− y2,s2) = wγ2(xk− y2,xk− y1− y2) (69)
+wγ2(xk− y1− y2,s2) (70)
and breaking the integral I1 into two corresponding contribu-
tions. The decomposition is shown via the dashed lines of
Fig. 16. For the first contribution, we expect UV locality ac-
cording to the argument of Case 2. The second contribution
has unconditional UV locality according to the argument of
Case 1.
For the integral I2 we distinguish between the cases s2 6= xk
and s2 = xk. The corresponding velocity difference geome-
tries are shown in Fig. 17. In both cases, under the limit
ρ1 → 0+, the velocity difference wγ1 fuses, while remaining
attached on both sides to wβ2 and wγ2 , and the integral is UV
local via the argument of Case 2. For s2 6= xk, there is no fu-
sion when ρ2 → 0+, so the integral is unconditionally local
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s1 6= xk
γ1
xk−y1−y2 β2 x′k−y1−y2
x′k−y2 s2
γ2
FIG. 18: I3 integral with s1 6= xk. It is possible that s2 = x′k or
s2 6= x
′
k. In the limit ρ1 → 0+ the only possible fusion is between
the points x′k−y2 and x′k−y1−y2. If we assume s2 6= x′k, then there
is no fusion when ρ2 → 0+. However, if we assume that s2 = x′k,
then the velocity difference wγ2 fuses in the limit ρ2 → 0+.
xk−y2
γ1
xk−y1−y2
β2
x′k−y1−y2
x′k−y2 s2
γ2
FIG. 19: I4 integral with s2 = x′k or s2 6= x′k. In both cases, under the
limit ρ1 → 0+, the velocity difference wγ1 fuses and simultaneously
the endpoint x′ − y2 of wγ2 fuses with the endpoint x′k − y1 − y2
of wβ2 . Fusion events of this type require special consideration, as
discussed in the text. For s2 6= x′k, there is no fusion in the limit
ρ2 → 0+. However, for s2 = x′k, in the limit ρ2 → 0+, the velocity
difference wγ2 fuses.
via the argument of Case 1. For s2 = xk, the velocity differ-
ence wγ2 fuses under the limit ρ2 → 0+ while being attached
to wγ1 , so the integral is UV local via the argument of Case 2.
For the I3 integral we assume that s1 6= xk and distinguish
between the cases s2 = x′k and s2 6= x′k. In both cases, under
the limit ρ1 → 0+ the only possible fusion is between the end-
points x′k−y2 of wγ2 and x′k−y1−y2 of wβ2 . To handle this,
we reattach the velocity difference wγ2 onto wβ2 by writing
wγ2(x
′
k− y2,s2) = wγ2(x
′
k− y2,x′k− y1− y2) (71)
+wγ2(x
′
k− y1− y2,s2) (72)
and, similarly to the situation in Fig. 16, the integral breaks
into two contributions that are UV local (see Fig. 18); the first
contribution via the argument of Case 2 and the second con-
tribution via the argument of Case 1. Under the limit ρ2 → 0+
there is no fusion event when s2 6= x′k, so UV locality follows
unconditionally via the argument of Case 1. However, when
s2 = x
′
k, under the limit ρ2 → 0+ the velocity difference wγ2
fuses. If it happens to be near another velocity difference, we
can reattach it to that velocity difference and deduce UV lo-
cality using the argument of Case 2. If, on the other hand, it
is not near other velocity differences, in order to deduce UV
locality, it becomes necessary to employ the argument of Case
3.
For the I4 integral we distinguish between the cases s2 = x′k
and s2 6= x′k. The corresponding velocity difference geometry
is shown in Fig. 19. For s2 6= x′k, there is no fusion in the
limit ρ2 → 0+, consequently I4 is UV local via the argument
of Case 1. For s2 = x′k, the velocity difference wγ2 fuses as
ρ2 → 0+. This is exactly the same situation we encountered
previously for the integral I3 under the same limit, and local-
ity can be established via the argument of Case 3 or Case 2,
depending on the relative position of wγ2 with respect to other
velocity differences.
The limit ρ1 → 0+ however presents us with a special chal-
lenge and requires the following careful consideration. In
both cases s2 = x′k and s2 6= x′k we see that, under the limit
ρ1 → 0+, there are two simultaneous fusion events. The ve-
locity difference wγ1 fuses and separately, the x′ − y1 − y2
endpoint of wβ2 fuses with the x′k − y2 endpoint of wγ2 . We
reattach the velocity difference wγ2 onto wβ2 by rewriting it
according to Eq. (72) and breaking the integral I4 into two
corresponding contributions. In the second contribution, there
is only one fusion event, namely the fusion of the velocity
difference wγ1 , consequently locality is easily established via
the argument of Case 2. In the first contribution, however we
have two fusing velocity differences each attached on either
side of the wβ2 velocity difference. The scaling is governed
by the p = 2 fusion rule, and it is very tempting to invoke the
argument that was previously given under Case 2. The prob-
lem is that in that argument we disregard any contribution of
the spatial derivative to the ρ1 scaling exponent and can jus-
tify doing so because the p = 1 fusion rule that is used in that
argument results in a velocity difference geometry where the
spatial derivative does not act on the y1 separation between the
velocity difference endpoints. Here, the velocity difference
geometry is different. Fortunately, we note from Fig. 19, that
in spite of the involvement of two fused velocity differences,
the 4 velocity difference endpoints involved form a parallelo-
gram in which the separation at wγ1(xk−y1−y2,xk−y2) and
wγ2(x
′− y2,x′− y1− y2) have the same magnitude and direc-
tion. Consequently the tensor structure of the ρ1 dependent
factor depends exclusively on the vector y1. We also note that
when the spatial derivatives “shake” xk or x′k, the two fused
velocity differences may drift closer or further away but re-
main parallel and maintain their orientation. The separation
y1 remains unaffected; the derivatives only impact the large-
scale separation in the wβ2 velocity difference. It follows that
the derivatives still do not contribute to the scaling exponent
of ρ2, and the argument of Case 2 carries through.
D. UV multilocality proof for multiple operators
Cross-terms for OnOn+1 · · ·On+p−1Fn+p are more compli-
cated and come in various combinations. Many of them take
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xk
γp
xk−yp
γp−1
xk−yp−1−yp
xk−y2−·· ·−yp
xk−y1−·· ·−yp
x′k−y1−·· ·−yp
βp
FIG. 20: Velocity difference geometry for the y dependent veloc-
ity differences in the cross-term of OnOn+1 · · ·On+p−1Fn+p given by
Eq. (75). The wγl velocity differences are hanging, like a chain, from
one end of the wβp velocity difference. A “phantom” chain that is
piecewise parallel to the real chain hanging from the other endpoint
of the velocity difference wβp is shown, using unmarked endpoints.
the form:
I1 =
∫
Rd
dyp
∫
Rd
dyp−1 · · ·
∫
Rd
dy1 Pαkβ1(yp)
×
[
p−1
∏
l=1
Pβlβl+1(yp−l)
]
×
[
p
∏
l=1
∂γl ,xk
]
×
〈[
n
∏
l=1
l 6=k
wαl (Xl)
]
wβp
(
xk−
p
∑
l=1
yl ,x′k−
p
∑
l=1
yl
)
×
[
p
∏
l=1
wγl
(
xk−
p
∑
q=l
yq,sl
)]〉
(73)
where we assume that sl 6= xk for all l ∈ {1,2, . . . , p}.
The integrals over y1,y2, . . . ,yp correspond to the operators
On+p−1,On+p−2, . . . ,On+1,On. Note that if sl = xk for some
l ∈ {1, . . . , p}, then the integrals over yl+1, . . . ,yp will shift it
into xk − yl+1− yl+2− ·· · − yp, so there are many combina-
tions with such modified velocity difference geometries.
One way to account for all combinations is to redefine sl
more generally as a function of y1,y2, . . . ,yp via
sl(y1, . . . ,yp|{X}n,σ ,τ) =

xσ(l), if σ(l) 6= k∧ τ(l) = 1
x′σ(l), if τ(l) = 2
xk−∑pq=l+1 yq, if σ(l) = k∧ τ(l) = 1
(74)
where σ is any arbitrary mapping σ : {1, . . . , p}→ {1, . . . ,n}
and τ is any arbitrary mapping τ : {1, . . . , p} → {1,2}.
Going through all possible mappings σ ,τ accounts for all
cross-terms that involve spatial derivatives with respect to
x1,x2, . . . ,xn. For the special case σ(l) = k and τ(l) = 1 for
all l ∈ {1, . . . , p}, we obtain a cross-term of the form
I2 =
∫
Rd
dyp
∫
Rd
dyp−1 · · ·
∫
Rd
dy1 Pαkβ1(yp)
×
[
p−1
∏
l=1
Pβlβl+1(yp−l)
]
×
[
p
∏
l=1
∂γl ,xk
]
×
〈[
n
∏
l=1
l 6=k
wαl (Xl)
]
wβp
(
xk−
p
∑
l=1
yl ,x′k−
p
∑
l=1
yl
)
×
[
p
∏
l=1
wγl
(
xk−
p
∑
q=l
yq,xk−
p
∑
q=l+1
yq
)]〉
(75)
A much wider set of cross-terms can be constructed if we
account for the terms where some of the spatial derivatives
∂γl ,xk are replaced with ∂γl ,x′k . The corresponding terms can
be obtained from Eq. (73) by replacing xk with x′k in the first
argument of wγl and by replacing sl with s′l , defined as:
s′l(y1, . . . ,yp|{X}n,σ ,τ) =

xσ(l), if τ(l) = 1
x′σ(l), if τ(l) = 2∧σ(l) 6= k
x′k−∑pq=l+1 yq, if τ(l) = 2∧σ(l) = k
(76)
Visualizing the velocity difference geometry of those terms
in general can be challenging, but a good point of departure
is to begin with the integral I2 given by Eq (75). The corre-
sponding velocity difference geometry is shown in Fig. 20. It
consists of the velocity difference wβp with the velocity dif-
ferences wγ1 , . . . ,wγp forming a chain that is hanging from
the xk − y1 − ·· · − yp endpoint. Fig. 20 also shows a phan-
tom chain with unlabeled vertices that is hanging from the
other endpoint of the velocity difference wβp in a piecewise
parallel fashion. Replacing all spatial derivatives ∂γl ,xk with
∂γl ,x′k for all l ∈ {1, . . . , p} corresponds to replacing the hang-
ing chain with the phantom chain shown in Fig. 20. Likewise,
replacing only some of the spatial derivatives corresponds to
replacing some of the velocity differences with their parallel
counterparts from the phantom chain, resulting in isolated “is-
land chains” or isolated velocity differences. Of course, these
geometries correspond to the special case σ(l) = k for all
l ∈ {1, . . . , p}. Once we have σ(l) 6= k for some l ∈ {1, . . . , p},
it corresponds to breaking the hanging chain at the velocity
difference wβl into two pieces. Choosing σ(l) 6= k for multi-
ple values of l results in multiple chain interruptions, giving
a velocity difference geometry with many islands of velocity
difference chains and possibly one or more isolated velocity
differences. Taking all this under consideration, we can now
give both the UV and IR locality proofs for all possible cross-
terms that emerge from OnOn+1 · · ·On+p−1Fn+p.
To establish UV locality, we consider the limit ρl = ‖yl‖→
0+ for some l ∈ {1, . . . , p} and reuse the arguments given
in section III C as Case 1,2, or 3. If there are no fusion
events, UV locality follows unconditionally from the argu-
ment of Case 1. If there is a fusing velocity difference that
is part of a velocity difference chain, then locality can be es-
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FIG. 21: An example of the velocity difference geometry encoun-
tered in the IR limit. One of the velocity difference chains has one of
its links stretched as ρl . As a result, part of the chain is pushed into
a separate l-blob while all other velocity differences remain behind
in the main blob. This results in the generalized two-blob fusion rule
discussed earlier.
difference is isolated from all other velocity differences, then
we use the argument of Case 3. Another possibility is that
instead of having one fusing geometry, we have two velocity
difference endpoints from two distinct velocity differences ap-
proach each other. This could happen within the y-dependent
group of wβp ,wγ1 , . . . ,wγp but it can also happen between one
velocity difference from within that group and another veloc-
ity difference outside the group. In this situation, decom-
posing the approaching velocity difference can allow us to
reattach it to the other velocity difference, and by making it
once again part of some velocity difference chain allows us
to reuse our previous repertoire of arguments. Last, but not
least, in the case where spatial derivatives with respect to one
of x1,x2, . . . ,xn are mixed with spatial derivatives with respect
to one of x′1,x′2, . . . ,x′n we could have a situation where there
are two parallel fusing velocity differences. We have seen pre-
viously, in Section III D, that even in this situation, the partial
derivatives have no effect on the scaling exponent of ρl , so the
argument of Case 2 can still be used to establish UV locality.
In spite of the combinatorial complexity of the general cross-
terms, the same arguments that were used to establish the UV
locality of OnOn+1Fn+2 remain applicable to the most general
case.
E. IR multilocality proof
To establish IR locality, we can now offer a better and
more general argument than was given previously [36, 37, 59].
Considering the case of the cross-terms given by Eq. (75)
for OnOn+1 · · ·On+p−1Fn+p, taking the IR limit R = ‖ym‖ →
+∞ results in the fusion geometry shown in Fig. 21: one
small blob has n− 1 velocity differences from the wαl fac-
tors, and p−m velocity differences from the wγl factors with
l ∈ {p, p−1, . . . ,m+1} with a total of n+ p−m−1 velocity
differences. The other small blob has m velocity differences,
including the factors wγl with l ∈ {m−1, . . . ,1}. The wγm fac-
tor straddles across between the two small blobs over the large
scale R. Other types of cross-terms will still yield the same
two-blob geometry, except the number of velocity differences
on the two blobs may be n+ p−m′− 1 and m′, with m′ 6= m,
but still 1≤ m′ ≤ p. As a result, there is no loss of generality
in limiting our attention to the two-blob geometry of Fig. 21.
Similarly to the UV locality proof, the integrals are done one
xk−y
x′k−y
s
s′
FIG. 22: Velocity difference geometry for the case m = 1 in the IR
limit, resulting in a two-blob geometry.
at a time, and we note that the integral differential dyl together
with the corresponding projection function do not contribute
to the scaling exponent of R. The derivative may or may not
contribute an R−1 factor. If it does, it is helping the IR locality
argument, since we are looking at an R → +∞ limit. At this
point, in order to proceed with the argument, it is necessary
to distinguish between downscale and upscale cascades, and
treat them separately, due to technical complications with the
two-blob geometry in upscale cascades.
For the case of a downscale cascade, the two-blob geom-
etry fusion rule gives the scaling R∆(m|n,p) with ∆(m|n, p) =
ζn+p− ξn+p,n+p−m− ξn+p,m+1, so for IR locality, a sufficient
condition is ∆(m|n, p)< 0 for all 1≤m < p. If we assume the
fusion rules hypothesis, then since the cascade is downscale,
we use ξnp = ζp, and therefore
∆(m|n, p) = ζn+p− ζn+p−m− ζm+1 (77)
≤ (ζn+p−m + ζm)− ζn+p−m− ζm+1 (78)
= ζm− ζm+1 < 0 (79)
Here we have used the Holder inequalities for the scaling ex-
ponents ζn (see appendix D of Ref. [59]) to obtain ζn+p ≤
ζn+p−m + ζm. We have also used the well known result that
the scaling exponents ζn form an increasing sequence with re-
spect to n [8, 61]. Finally, we note that we do not encounter
the special cases ξ3,1 = ζ3 and ξ3,2 = ζ2, because at minimum
n≥ 2 and p > 1 which implies that n+ p> 3. This establishes
IR locality for downscale cascades.
For upscale cascades, a technical difficulty, that was over-
looked by my previous paper [59] regarding the two-blob ve-
locity difference geometry, is that it represents one fusion
event, unlike with downscale cascades where it represents two
fusion events. This was previously discussed in section II D,
where we show that the corresponding scaling of a generalized
structure function with a total of n velocity differences under a
two-blob geometry should be rζn+α R−α . If we disregard any
contribution from the derivative, this scaling is good enough
to ensure IR locality under the corresponding limit R → +∞.
However, if the derivative contributes an R−1 factor, then the
overall scaling with respect to R will make the nonlinear in-
teractions integral IR local, even if we do not account for the
cancellation in Fig. 12 and assume that α = 0. We will now
argue that the condition α > 0 is a necessary condition for IR
locality and multilocality that cannot be removed.
The challenge we face if we attempt to derive IR locality
and multilocality under the assumption α = 0 is that in many
velocity difference configurations, a derivative with respect to
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s xk−y
R
FIG. 23: One of the simplest velocity differences for m = 0 where
we assume that no other velocity difference is attached to the point s.
s xk−y
R
s′
FIG. 24: Another m = 0 velocity difference geometry, however one
that becomes problematic with regards to the IR locality argument.
xk can affect multiple velocity differences at the same time,
and by the product rule of differentiation we are expecting a
sum of terms where some will have the additional R−1 scaling
factor, and others will not. For example, for the case m= 1, let
us consider the velocity difference geometry shown in Fig. 22,
and assume that s 6= xk. The derivative with respect to xkwill
shake the point xk−y which is shared by the straddling veloc-
ity difference between s and xk−y and the velocity difference
between xk−y and x′k−y situated on the right blob. Shaking
the separation in the straddling velocity difference will indeed
yield a term with R−1 overall scaling. However, the simul-
taneous shaking of the other velocity difference on the right
blob will yield an additional term that will scale as R0. If we
assume that s = xk, the situation gets seemingly worse. Now,
the length of the straddling velocity difference does not even
shake, so we do not even get the R−1 term.
To gain some further insight into the mathematics of the
IR limit, it is worth making the following additional observa-
tions. First, if IR locality and multilocality can be shown for
all velocity difference geometries with m = 1, it automatically
follows that all velocity difference geometries with m > 1 will
also be IR local. This can be shown by an induction proof
where we use the argument corresponding to Fig. 14 for the
inductive step. So, it is only necessary to establish IR locality
and multilocality for the m= 1 velocity difference geometries.
As a matter of fact, although none of the interaction integrals
correspond to an m = 0 geometry, if the induction argument
can be initialized at m = 0, and we show that for all m = 0 ve-
locity difference geometries the derivative with respect to xk
introduces an overall R−1 factor, we should expect it to do the
same for all the relevant velocity difference geometries with
m≥ 1.
The simplest possible velocity difference corresponding to
m = 0 is shown in Fig. 23. If we assume that s 6= xk, then a
derivative with respect to xk will only affect the large velocity
difference separation between s and xk−y, and will thus yield
only one term with R−1 scaling. If we assume that s= xk, then
when the derivative “shakes” xk, this shakes the entire veloc-
ity difference back and forth without changing the separation
length. Since the cascade is upscale, universal local homo-
geneity gives invariance when shifting all of the large velocity
differences simultaneously by the same displacement vector.
It follows that, via universal local homogeneity, the derivative
annihilates the velocity difference geometry of Fig. 23 when
s = xk. Both are favorable outcomes with regards to establish-
ing IR locality.
Problems begin when we consider velocity difference ge-
ometries such as the one shown in Fig. 24 where there are both
a large and a small velocity difference attached at the point s.
For the case s = xk, with s′ independent of xk, we have once
again a problem when differentiating with respect to xk. The
derivative shakes the large velocity difference back and forth
without affecting the separation between its endpoints, so we
cannot be expecting an R−1 factor. Furthermore, the veloc-
ity difference separation between s and s′ is shaken instead,
resulting in a problematic contribution with R0 scaling. The
attachment of the large velocity difference to a small one pre-
vents us from using universal local homogeneity to have the
derivative with respect to xk annihilate the entire term. Worse,
these types of contributions will turn up even when attempt-
ing to establish IR locality for the simplest case of OnFn+1 by
attempting an inductive argument initiated from m = 0. With
multilocality integrals the situation becomes even worse as we
can have entire chains of velocity differences passing through
endpoints of the form xk,xk− y1,xk − y1− y2, . . .. A deriva-
tive with respect to xk will shake these chains as a whole. The
corresponding terms cannot be annihilated by invoking uni-
versal local homogeneity as these chains will involve either a
combination of one large velocity difference with some small
velocity differences or islands made entirely of small velocity
differences, situated entirely within the small r-blob. These
geometries will still be there if we attempt an IR multilocality
proof with the aforementioned inductive argument initialized
at m = 0, and they will result in contributions that scale as R0.
Taking into account the above considerations, it is relatively
safe to conclude that the condition α > 0 is necessary in or-
der to establish IR locality and multilocality, for the case of
an upscale cascade, i.e. the inverse energy cascade of two-
dimensional turbulence.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper has focused primarily on the question of mul-
tilocality. As was explained in the introduction, the goal is
to investigate whether the nonlinear interactions terms, that
arise from the balance equations governing higher-order time
derivatives of generalized structure functions, involve inte-
grals that are local in the UV and IR limits, where these terms
are evaluated inside the inertial range of a turbulence cascade.
The locality of these terms is a gateway to employing the bal-
ance equations to investigate a number of interesting ques-
tions, such as bridge relations between scaling exponents [37]
and the transition to the dissipation range [36, 37, 60]. In
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this concluding discussion, we will begin by summarizing our
main results. We will then compare our argument with an
interesting investigation of locality by Eyink and Aluie [65–
67]. Finally, we will discuss the limitations of the notion of
non-perturbative locality/multilocality, addressing numerical
evidence that question the universality and locality of the cas-
cades of two-dimensional turbulence [10–14], in the context
of our previous work [30, 57–60], in order to clarify in phys-
ical terms what non-perturbative locality/multilocality entails
and does not entail.
For downscale cascades, including both the downscale en-
ergy cascade of three-dimensional Navier-Stokes turbulence
and the downscale enstrophy cascade of two-dimensional
Navier-Stokes turbulence, we have shown that both locality
and multilocality follow as a consequence of the fusion rules
hypothesis, in both the UV and IR limits. We have also seen
that the IR multilocality proof makes use of all fusion rules
with p≥ 2, unlike the locality proof which is only dependent
on the p = 2 fusion rule. This is noteworthy because, in terms
of theoretical studies, the fusion rules have been established
only for the case p = 2 for the downscale energy cascade of
three-dimensional turbulence [32–34]. This is sufficient for
both locality and multilocality in the UV limit, and for local-
ity in the IR limit. However, multilocality in the IR limit, also
requires the use of fusion rules with p > 2.
The situation is more nebulous with regard to upscale cas-
cades, and specifically the inverse energy cascade of two-
dimensional Navier-Stokes turbulence. We have shown that
the fusion rules hypothesis continues to yield locality and mul-
tilocality in the UV limit. However, in the IR limit, both local-
ity and multilocality would have been at the cross-over point
between holding and failing, but they are salvaged thanks
to a cancellation associated with the spatial decorrelation in
pulling two groups of velocity differences apart, as shown in
Fig. 12. The underlying culprit is the two-blob geometry fu-
sion rule for the case of upscale cascades where we predict
scaling of the form rζn+α R−α with r ≪ R. In order to recover
both locality and multilocality in the IR limit, the scaling ex-
ponent with respect to R needs to be negative, and this hinges
entirely on the assumption α > 0 which is both necessary and
sufficient.
It is also worth commenting on the restrictions that must
be satisfied by the scaling exponents ζn in order to have mul-
tilocality. In the UV limit, for both downscale and upscale
cascades, the condition ξn,1 > 0 is sufficient for both locality
and multilocality. Under monoscaling ζn = nh, in both cas-
cade directions the locality condition reduces to h > 0, with
respect to the Holder exponent h. In the IR limit, restrict-
ing ourselves to downscale cascades, the multilocality con-
dition for p applications of the nonlinear interactions opera-
tor is ζn+p− ξn+p,n+p−m− ξn+p,m+1 < 0 for all m such that
1 ≤ m < p. Under monoscaling, this condition also reduces
to h > 0. Notable is the absence of the restriction h < 1, cor-
responding to the requirement that the corresponding energy
spectrum should not scale steeper than k−3. This is a very
important point that was previously discussed in detail in the
conclusion of my previous paper [59] on cascade locality. In
brief, it is reasonable to expect that a condition h< 1 is hidden
behind the theoretical argument needed to establish the fusion
rules from first principles.
An alternative approach for establishing the locality of cas-
cades was proposed in an earlier paper by Eyink [65] in which
it was shown that under monoscaling ζn = nh, the condition
0 < h < 1 is sufficient for locality in the IR and UV limits.
Furthermore, his result is applicable to cascades of both three-
dimensional and two-dimensional turbulence, and it is math-
ematically rigorous. The only assumption that needs to be
made is Ho¨lder continuity of the velocity field with Ho¨lder
exponent 0 < h < 1 in the limit of infinite Reynolds number.
His result also holds in a multifractal case in which there is a
range of Ho¨lder exponents [hmin,hmax]⊆ (0,1).
One could argue that Eyink’s result is more rigorous than
ours because it does not depend on the fusion rules, there-
fore it is reasonable to want to compare the two arguments.
First, we observe that both arguments are rigorous in the sense
of connecting assumptions to conclusions. Eyink’s argument
does not require either a spatial or ensemble average. Our ar-
gument requires an ensemble average to the extent that it is
needed for stable self-similar scaling and by the fusion rules.
Our assumption that the generalized structure functions are
self-similar in the inertial range with scaling exponents ζn, by
itself, is weaker than Eyink’s assumption of Ho¨lder continu-
ity in the limit of infinite Reynolds number. However, our
assumption of the fusion rules combined with universal local
homogeneity and universal local isotropy increase the over-
all assumption load that we bring into the argument, and it is
reasonable to inquire about the relative strength of the conclu-
sions.
Eyink’s approach is based on filtering the Navier-Stokes
equations with a smooth low-pass filter and writing corre-
sponding balance equations for the energy, enstrophy, and he-
licity. From these balance equations, he extracts Gallilean-
invariant expressions for the energy, enstrophy, and helicity
fluxes, and uses them to establish locality. From a mathemat-
ical standpoint, this framework is equivalent to working with
standard, as opposed to generalized structure functions, and it
is limited to the balance equation of the second-order structure
function. Our notion of non-perturbative locality is stronger
in two ways: it applies to generalized structure functions with
arbitrary geometries, and it applies to all balance equations of
generalized structure functions for all orders. On top of that,
the newly introduced notion of multilocality is an additional
generalization that broadens the concept of non-perturbative
locality even further. The price that we pay is the need to as-
sume the fusion rules hypothesis, which arises directly from
the interaction integrals and is due to our use of generalized
structure functions.
Both arguments are useful for different reasons. Eyink’s
argument limits the notion of locality to the aspects that ad-
mit obvious physical interpretations, and that makes it pos-
sible to carry out his argument with a very light array of as-
sumptions. Our notion of non-perturbative locality is useful
if one’s point of view is to build a broader theory that is ca-
pable of accounting for the presence or absence of intermit-
tency corrections to monoscaling [39–41]. It also allows us
to envision the very concept of an inertial range as a multidi-
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mensional region, which can give some new insights on un-
derstanding the locality of the downscale enstrophy cascade
in two-dimensional turbulence [60] and the transition to the
dissipation range [36, 37, 60].
It is interesting to note that a combination of the fusion rules
and Eyink’s argument gives stronger results [66, 67] that rec-
onciles them with predictions from closure models. However,
one should bear in mind the distinction between perturbative
and non-perturbative locality (see discussion at the conclusion
of Ref. [59]). Any study of locality based on closure models
gives us only perturbative locality. The relation between these
concepts is that perturbative locality combined with some ad-
ditional requirements leads to the fusion rules, and the fusion
rules in turn yield non-perturbative locality. We believe that
the condition 0 < h < 1 is needed during the very first step
of establishing perturbative locality. We also see that non-
perturbative locality only requires h > 0 combined with the
fusion rules hypothesis. This can become relevant to the case
of a downscale enstrophy cascade where h = 1. Even though
perturbative locality could fail, in a borderline fashion, if the
fusion rules survive, then non-perturbative locality survives,
and that in turn can account for the possible observability of
the enstrophy cascade, under certain conditions, in spite of its
apparent nonlocality.
It should be noted that even if non-perturbative locality is
satisfied, the downscale enstrophy cascade, due to its steep
scaling, can be crashed both from the forcing range and from
the dissipation range. We have shown previously [59] that
even if the forcing spectrum is limited to a finite band of large
scales, the corresponding forcing term Qn of the balance equa-
tions can still creep itself into the inertial range, due to its
dependence on the generalized structure function Fn−2. This
creeping effect depends on the magnitude of the small down-
scale energy flux that accompanies the downscale enstrophy
cascade. In the limit of large Reynolds number, this down-
scale energy flux tends to zero, and the forcing range of the
Qn term, will recede into the same range of large scales as the
original forcing spectrum. Furthermore, when the downscale
enstrophy cascade is dissipated by a standard Laplacian vis-
cosity term, the dissipation range tends to creep into the iner-
tial range from the other side, but the actual multidimensional
region that corresponds to the enstrophy cascade inertial range
becomes inflated, and thus salvaged, via the logarithmic cor-
rection to the power-law scaling [60]. This problem is elimi-
nated when hyperdiffusion is used instead of a standard Lapla-
cian for the small-scale dissipation.
Even though our argument has shown that the fusion rules
imply both the IR and UV locality and multilocality of the
inverse energy cascade, we believe that, unlike with down-
scale cascades, trouble can arise from the sweeping term In
of the balance equations for the generalized structure func-
tions, which cannot be safely ignored [30]. This relates to
extensive numerical evidence that may seem to indicate the
strong involvement of nonlocal interactions driving the in-
verse energy cascade [11–13]. This apparent nonlocality was
especially highlighted by Danilov [13] where he noted that
Kolmogorov k−5/3 scaling is achieved when the dissipation
of large scales is driven by linear damping that intrudes into
the inertial range to the extent that the inverse energy flux is
nowhere constant. At the same time, when the large scale
dissipation is replaced with hypodiffusion and constant en-
ergy flux is achieved, the energy spectrum deviates from Kol-
mogorov scaling. This departure manifests itself physically
in the spontaneous emergence of coherent structures that ac-
cumulate vast amounts of energy, overshadowing the k−5/3
energy spectrum. These coherent structures take the form of
point vortices, and although they are eventually dissipated,
new ones arise to take their place [11–13]. This paradoxi-
cal behavior of the inverse energy cascade has already been
discussed in my previous papers [30, 58]. The coherent struc-
tures were explained as a particular solution of the underlying
statistical theory of randomly forced Navier-Stokes equations
coexisting linearly with a homogeneous solution correspond-
ing to the inverse energy cascade [57, 58]. Because the vor-
tex spikes associated with the coherent structures intensify the
sweeping of the flow around them, we identified the sweeping
term In as the term primarily forcing the particular solution,
and the sensing of the loss of homogeneity by the boundary
conditions at large scales as the mechanism jumpstarting the
emergence of these coherent structures.
Some of the more recent numerical results have been con-
sistent with the observations by Danilov [13] with regards to
the inverse energy cascade. There are particularly two studies
that warrant special mention: Boffetta [68] was able to re-
produce a joint inverse energy cascade simultaneously with a
downscale enstrophy cascade using very high numerical res-
olution 163842. The large scales were dissipated using linear
dissipation, and although the energy spectrum of the inverse
energy cascade gave k−5/3 scaling, the corresponding energy
flux was not constant. A follow-up simulation at 327682 res-
olution [69] seems to indicate a small window of constant
energy flux. However, the statistics of the energy flux were
not collected over a large enough time scale to achieve proper
convergence, so it is not clear that constant energy flux was
achieved.
A later study by Vallgren [14] revisited the problem of the
non-robustness of the inverse energy cascade.Vallgren showed
that nonlocal interactions play an essential role in driving the
upscale transfer of energy. He also showed that increasing the
strength of linear dissipation at large scales decreases the role
of these nonlocal interactions. A recent paper [70] reports
numerical simulations that are able to simultaneously repro-
duce both the inverse energy cascade spectrum k−5/3 and a
wide range of scales with constant upscale energy flux, re-
gardless of whether at large scales the dissipation mechanism
is linear damping or hypodiffusion. A careful reading of the
reported results shows that the common feature of all of the
reported simulations is a very wide dissipation range that be-
gins at length scales that have considerable separation from
the periodic boundary condition length scale.
Combining the above observational evidence with our the-
oretical understanding, our explanation of the overall phe-
nomenology is that the emergence of coherent structures in
the inverse energy cascade of two-dimensional turbulence is
driven by the sweeping interactions [30], associated with the
In term of the balance equations for generalized structure func-
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tions, which become important over a range of large scales
where the loss of homogeneity by the boundary conditions
can be sensed by the nonlinear dynamics that transfer energy
upscale. The emergence of coherent vortices then should am-
plify the sweeping term, resulting in a run-away dominance
of nonlocal sweeping over the local interactions driving the
inverse energy cascade. In order to effectively suppress these
coherent structures, it is necessary to arrange forcing and dis-
sipation so that the range of scales that are forced by the
sweeping term (we can call them the sweeping range) are en-
tirely submerged under the dissipation range at large scales.
This is easier done with linear dissipation rather than hypodif-
fusion, so it creates the impression that we have to trade off be-
tween suppressing the coherent structures versus achieving an
inertial range dominated by local interactions and constant up-
scale energy flux. The numerical results by Ref. [70] provide
with a counterexample where coherent structures have been
effectively suppressed in a numerical simulation that uses hy-
podiffusion at large scales.
Of course, suppressing the coherent structures does not im-
ply total suppresion of the nonlocality that results from the
remaining weakened effect of the sweeping term In in the in-
ertial range, which is still evidenced by the results of Vallgren
[14]. However, as we pointed out in previous work [57, 58],
due to the linear structure of the exact statistical theory of
the randomly forced Navier-Stokes equations, all that sweep-
ing can do is force a “particular solution”, manifesting it-
self as the coherent structures, that coexists linearly with a
“homogeneous solution”, manifesting as a local inverse en-
ergy cascade. Our claim of locality and multilocality for the
inverse energy cascade apply only to the homogeneous so-
lution, which is dominant when the coherent structures are
suppressed and subdominant when the coherent structures are
strong enough to hoard most of the energy and override the
k−5/3 scaling in the energy spectrum. In realistic situations,
both phenomena coexist, creating the appearance that the in-
verse energy cascade itself is nonlocal.
We would like to conclude this discussion by mentioning
that similar considerations apply to the downscale energy cas-
cade of three-dimensional turbulence. The main difference is
that, as a result of the downscale cascade direction, the sweep-
ing range coincides, for the most part, with the forcing range.
It could be entirely submerged inside the forcing range or the
two ranges could possibly intersect but have some disjoint re-
gions. Either way, simply increasing the Reynolds number
separates the dissipation region from both forcing and sweep-
ing ranges, enabling an inertial range where neither forcing
nor sweeping is dominant. The nice slope of the energy spec-
trum in the inertial range of the downscale energy cascade
also helps to shield it from both the forcing range and the
dissipation range. The key difference between the downscale
and upscale energy cascade is that in the inverse energy cas-
cade the sweeping range needs to be entirely submerged inside
and dominated by the dissipation range, requiring careful tun-
ing of forcing and dissipation, whereas in the downscale en-
ergy cascade there is no need to submerge the entire sweeping
range inside the forcing range. This contributes to the sub-
stantial robustness of the downscale energy cascade of three-
dimensional turbulence relative to the inverse energy cascade
of two-dimensional turbulence. Again, the sweeping term will
still force a subdominant particular solution that wil coexist
linearly with the dominant homogeneous solution driving the
downscale energy cascade. The particular solution is expected
to be nonlocal. Our locality and multilocality proofs are appli-
cable only to the homogeneous solution that is inherent to the
On system of operators of the generalized balance equations,
and corresponds to the observed cascade phenomenology.
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